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Sr No.

Response No.

Participation Date

Q 1 What is your relationship to APS? You
may select more than one.

Q 2 What are the opportunities with the
Q 3 What are the challenges faced with the Q 4 What are the opportunities with the
above Representative Boundaries Scenario? above Representative Boundaries Scenario? above School Moves Proposal 1?

Q 7 What are the challenges faced with the Q 8 As we look at moving some of our
above School Moves Proposal 2?
schoolsgiven our challenges in creating
neighborhood elementary boundaries in
fall 2020, which goals should take priority?
Please rank each of the following items in
order of importance with #1 being the
most important to #6 being the least
important.

Q 10 What else should be considered when
Q 9 As we look at moving some of our
option schools, and the framework of the moving a school to another site?
PreK 12‐Instructional Program Pathways,
which factors should take priority? Please
rank each of the following items in order of
importance with #1 being the most
important to #4 being the least important.

Strongly Support

I think both Proposals are excellent and I
hope one of them is adopted. Another
option would be moving ATS to Tuckahoe
or Nottingham. I don't think increasing
seats for ATS should be a priority at all.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Keep schools within their boundaries,
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined including option schools (immersion)
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Neutral

Neutral

May not have enough space for all Key kids
at CS. Immersion schools are closer
together than before. Campbell needs to
be by woods & nature center. Lots of
shuffling of teachers, admin, programs, etc.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Build up. Buy & use office buildings if
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined needed. Redraw boundaries before
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) relocating any schools.
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Do Not Support

Neutral

Most importantly, I would need to how APS
expects to transition the families who walk
to extended day at Key and Campbell.
Would they be guaranteed transportation
to extended day and all school events?
Would their parents have transportation to
school events? If not, will they move with
the school? If not, will the move make
other schools more overcrowded? How will
APS fill the seats, particularly the 3‐5 seats
at Key, where students are expected to be
literate in Spanish? Will this move kill
immersion? How much will the moves
cost? Will those costs make it harder for
APS to build the additional seats it needs? I
would also need the additional information
mentioned above.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

There are many factors that I would rank
Strongly Do Not Support
above the factors listed by APS in the two
questions above. Most importantly,APS
should consider equity and fiscal
responsibility in any school moves. Would
the moves serve our most vulnerable
populations? Has APS conducted targeted
outreach to them in their language? Would
the costs of these moves crowd out
investments in building more seats,
providing needed services and instruction?
Are moves of this magnitude, which have
the possibility of destroying immersion at
Key and the investments by the Campbell
community in their space, the best way to
achieve APS's goals? Would building a
school in Rosslyn achieve the goals without
such major disruption?

Strongly Do Not Support

Any discussion of moving schools should be
done in conjunction with proposed
boundary changes, so the process is
transparent. More importantly,APS should
be focusing on finding ways to build more
seats. Threatening to move Key, and hurt
the vulnerable immigrant families that
benefit from dual language instruction,with
no transition plan,is a waste of APS
resources.

Makes immersion education essentially
inaccessible to families in North Arlington,
an area where there is currently significant
interest and a viable preschool population
to feed that.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Neutral
These last two ranking questions were
almost impossible to understand. Families
build their whole lives around school
programs and transit. Please stop doing
piecemeal adjustments. Please consider
how the need to provide individual transit
for after‐care makes it almost impossible
for some families to have a school that is
far from their home. Walkability.makes for
a more sustainable future and an easier
daily plan. Please also keep immersion
education on North Arlington.

Strongly Support

Retrofit existing buildings/land use. Add on
to Key. Find a way to keep bilingual
education in North Arlington. Stop focusing
a quick fixes and make a long‐term plan
that meets these goals. Include climate
sustainability in your calculations. Consider
providing transit for after care to support
working families more.

Strongly Support

This is a tough process where everyone is
going to have something to complain
about. I appreciate the data‐driven
approach you are taking and wish APS
leadership the best of luck in moving this
forward.

Moving more programs will inherently
increase resistance. Having both immersion
programs in the SW part of the county
doesn't make a lot of sense.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

I don’t understand why you are saying to
place immersion in a central location.
There are two immersion schools. Are you
planning on getting rid of one of them?
Otherwise there should be an immersion
school for each half of the county.

This is a nonsensical move. Working in a
school I know how complicated it would be
to relocate not to mention how expensive.
This proposal also places Key outside of its
boundary, which was why there was a
proposed swap with ASFS to begin with.
This proposal makes no sense.

Fewer students reassigned.

May not have enough space for all Key kids Fewer students reassigned.
at ATS. Immersion schools are closer
together than before. Lots of shuffling of
teachers, admin, programs, etc.

I cannot answer this question without more
information. A new map of boundaries
would need to be produced with readable
street names and I would need a sense of
how many students are in various places.
Additionally, I would want to know the
demographic breakdown of schools to
answer this question. Finally and most
importantly, it is clear Arlington needs
more elementary seats, and I would need
to know where those will be located.

Most importantly, I would need to how APS
expects to transition the families who walk
to extended day at Key. Would they be
guaranteed transportation to extended day
and all school events? Would their parents
have transportation to school events? If
not, will they move with the school? If not,
will the move make other schools more
overcrowded? How will APS fill the seats,
particularly the 3‐5 seats, where students
are expected to be literate in Spanish? Will
this move kill immersion? How much will
the moves cost? Will those costs make it
harder for APS to build the additional seats
it needs? I would also need the additional
information mentioned above.

I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent I do not see any benefits to this scenario.
or Guardian of an Elementary Student in
APS enrolled in a neighborhood school , I
am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school ,Other (Please specify) :
Strategic Plan Committee Member
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I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK
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I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent Schools located within boundaries
or Guardian of an Elementary Student in
APS enrolled in an option school , I am the
Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet
in PreK

You simply need more elementary schools. None.
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I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Moving around of students only; no
shuffling of teachers, admin, choice
programs, etc. Option schools are
unaffected. Uses schools where they are.
No shell game of expensively moving
“schools” between buildings with no clear
purpose.

Lots of students need to move schools.
Fewer kids can walk to school.

705
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I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

I cannot answer this question without more Again , I need more information to answer
information. The map of boundaries would this question.
need to have readable street names and I
would need a sense of how many students
are in various places. Additionally, I would
want to know the demographic breakdown
of schools to answer this question. Finally
and most importantly, it is clear Arlington
needs more elementary seats, and I would
need to know where those will be located.
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I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Families will be able to rely on and make
significant life decisions with clear and
consistent information. The community
support and care networks on which so
many families rely will not be disrupted.
APS could focus on the long‐term work of
creating new facilities where needed
instead of reshuffling every few years.

707
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I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Option schools stay in their same buildings. More buses=More costs
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

Positives are similar to Proposal 1.
The real impact on the Spanish speaking
population of the current Key School needs
to be considered. If that school moves and
the Spanish speaking population remains at
the neighborhood school by choice then
their needs need to be accommodated.
Perhaps consider expansion of Native
Language Support Classrooms to fill the
need and if that neighborhood allows, a
smaller immersion program in that same
location. If the population moves with the
school then creative solutions need to be
provided that allow for continued levels of
engagement for families with
transportation challenges ( remote or
mobile sites for conferences in Fall and
Spring, shuttle buses for large schoolwide
events etc...)

Massive movement, disrupted
communities, reconfiguring of massive
amounts of staffing.

Positives are as stated above. Without
seeing the specific data it would SEEM,
based on historic demographics of VPI and
the current massive waitlist at the ATS site,
that moving Immersion to the ATS site
would provide that program with the
necessary population for a 2 way
immersion program while possibly reducing
the busing for the program.

This is completely untenable. Moving 38%
of neighborhood schools is completely
unrealistic. This would be a busing and
transportation nightmare. It makes much
more sense to shut down every option
school (only five!) than rework 38% of
neighborhood students. You're dissecting
way too many neighborhoods and
uprooting way too many lives.

You keep the majority of students together, Fighting the rich McKinley parents. I don't
think allowing more students to attend ATS
thus disrupting the fewest number of
families. Those families that ARE disrupted should be a priority.
get to attend a beautiful state of the art
brand new school. You create
neighborhood seats in an area of high
need.

Bilingual immersion remains distributed
Honestly, this is hard for me to assess
geographically and thus reasonably
without a clearer boundaries map. That
said, this will mean an imbalance in seats‐‐ logistically available across the county‐‐at
least more than Proposal 2.
that's clear‐‐along with transportation
challenges that may not be much different
than the existing ones upon which families
have already based their decisions.

Lowest number of neighborhood
elementary school students reassigned.
Turning Carlin Springs students into walkers
is a great plus. Otherwise same benefits as
Proposal 1.

I cannot answer this question without more
information. The map of boundaries would
need to have readable street names and I
would need a sense of how many students
are in various places. Additionally, I would
want to know the demographic breakdown
of schools to answer this question. Finally
and most importantly, it is clear Arlington
needs more elementary seats, and I would
need to know where those will be located

Difficult to assess based on the information
Again, this is difficult to assess without a
provided.
clearer boundary or distribution map.
Presumably distribution and transit are
improved, but this likely assumes that most
students stick with their neighborhood
school. It's also unclear if this model
accounts for after‐care and parent driving
transport and the sustainability/climate
impacts of that.

Community opposition, especially from
option school parents.

11 b Limit the growth of APS transportation
so annual operating costs can be focused
on other needs

We should consider whether to continue all Strongly Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined option programs or not (specifically ATS
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) and Campbell).
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2
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Q 12 Do you have other suggestions?

To what degree do you support moving some schools, so APS can:
:Please select below.
11 a Provide neighborhood seats in parts of
the county where these are needed and
APS doesn't have additional land for a new
school
Strongly Support

Please look down the road and make sure
that moves that are made are viable for the
future and will not impact communities
multiple times. The VPI and Montessori
waitlist data seems to provide good
information about where and what type of
programs are needed in what communities.
Finally, please consider that many
communities, despite your best efforts, do
not have access to providing their feedback
in the way that other communities do. It is
imperative that we as a school system
value the impact of choices on less vocal
communities and ensure that their
interests are represented by people who
understand their needs. Thank you for
providing a space for meaningful
engagement.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

702

Q 11

Strongly Support

In addition to the challenges with
supporting the current Key Spanish
population discussed in my answer for
Proposal 1 there are 2 more significant
issues with this proposal. I have NO
connection to Campbell but can see that
the property for that school has been
created to support their curriculum. I
cannot fathom that community of
educators walking away from that space
and what it provides for their unique
situation. Additionally,this proposal seems
to place a burden on the same community
that dealt with the Glencarlyn/Carlin Spring
move in the not so distant past. . Finally, if
you move the current Spanish speakers at
Carlin Spring to Campbell AND the Spanish
speakers from KEY choose to remain in
their neighborhood would you have
enough of a Spanish speaking interest in
the new location to field a viable 2 way
immersion program? There does not seem
to be a Spanish speaking waitlist at Key or
Claremont. The longer VPI waitlist at ATS
would seem to point to Option 1 as viable.
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This is completely untenable. Moving 38%
of neighborhood schools is completely
unrealistic. This would be a busing and
transportation nightmare. It makes much
more sense to shut down every option
school (only five!) than rework 38% of
neighborhood students. You're dissecting
way too many neighborhoods and
uprooting way too many lives.

Q 5 What are the challenges faced with the Q 6 What are the opportunities with the
above School Moves Proposal 1?
above School Moves Proposal 2?

Less bus‐riding kids than other two options Key is moving very far, geographically, from Use all existing elementary schools to full
its current location
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

The impact of a move on the support staff
at a school should be considered. Creating
a burden for staff that take public
transportation or walk to work should be
something that is thoughtfully considered
and planned for in the move. Providing
support for those who suffer a negative
impact and recognizing that as a significant
challenge is appropriate when making a
significant move.

Keeping the school community intact.
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Support

Carlin Springs is in densily populated
spanish speaking community. So the
opportunity for the 50‐50 native‐english
speaker population would be more
possible. However because Key is an option
school just because the school is in a
spanish speaking neighborhood does not
mean a family would be able to attend the
school. It is not a neighborhood school.
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I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

The community that as been invested in by There is not a neighborhood school for
the family remains unchanged.
Rooslyn area. There is no immersion
program in North Arlington.

McKinley is a larger school with much more
walkablitiy, by making it a option school
which buses in children defeat the purpose
of walkablity.

ATS is also a option school.Why move one
option school and replace it with another
option school. ATS is very poplular option
choice and would also require a centralized
location. Would moving ATS further North
cause more buses needed, and would the
the busrides become even longer. Right
now some ATS students are on the bus for
40‐45 minutes, would the bus ride increase
to 60 mintues?
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I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

That ASFS is located in its boundary will
reduce busing. The longer Ashlawn and
McKinley boundaries will create more
integrated schools.

The Key area gets a new neighborhood
school.

Key students will need to move to a smaller The Key area gets a new neighborhood
school. Arlington Traditional School loses its school.
central location. Moving option schools will
be disruptive for option school students
that are not able to move to their new
option school location. These option
schools may need to rebuild their
communities. More students will need to
be bused to option schools.
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Other (Please specify) : I am a parent of a
rising APS kindergartener in fall 2020. My
child is in a private preK, which is not an
option on this form though these decisions
will directly impact my child next year.
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I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school
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I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school
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I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

714
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I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Many school communities will be split up.
How staff will be moved is not clear.

Immersion moves to a central location and
ATS moves to a bigger campus allowing for
more students. Lots of McK were going to
be redistricted to Reed anyway.

Opportunities to safe money cutting on
busses.

Opens the opportunity to created more
seat in the Columbia pike corridor.

The numbers that you have used in the
analysis of students moving document
seem completely bogus. It would be a bit
more helpful if you could make an attempt
to use closer to real numbers. For example,
in both options you still have kids from the
Nottingham, Tuckahoe, McKinley and
Ashlawn neighborhoods being bussed down
to Claremont. After all the moaning and
groaning about transportation costs, the
complexity of bus routes, and the length of
bus rides... those numbers should really be
0. Those students should be assigned to
either location (ATS or CS) for immersion. I
think APS also need to come out and say
that the immersion boundaries will be
redone. What schedule the sites will
follow? 8, 8:25, or 9?

‐‐ requires a large percentage of students ‐‐ Allows more kids to enroll at ATS.
‐‐ extends boundaries of some schools in
north Arlington to neighborhoods in south to move (although spreading out the
Arlington, allowing some students in south impacts across the county would be good) ‐‐
demonstrates the failures of the previous
Arlington to attend better‐performing
schools ‐‐ APS could take the opportunity to boundary process: 1) Drew will still not be
demonstrate that irregular boundaries can at capacity in this (or any) proposal, and 2)
Fleet may only be at capacity by proposing
lead to less segregation than regular
to extend the boundary north of Rt. 50.
boundaries (as research suggests:
https://www.vox.com/2018/1/8/16822374/
school‐segregation‐gerrymander‐map)

If the school is large enough to accomodate Support
the population. In the case of Key school
move to either ATS or Carlin Springs, both
facilites are smaller than the current Key
building. Why not move Key to larger
building of McKinley and still keep an
Immersion School option in North
Arlington.

Support

There would be two Immersion programs
in South Arlington. Where now there is one
Immersion school in North Arlington. Carlin
Springs is a much smaller school, it would
not have the capacity to hold the Key
population. The program would be cut with
less student particpation.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Arlington Traditional School loses its central
location. Moving option schools will be
disruptive for option school students that
are not able to move to their new option
school location. These option schools may
need to rebuild their communities. More
students will need to be bused to option
schools.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Cost of moving schools and staff. Moves
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined should be avoided as much as possible.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support

Support

You're moving 4 schools. You also don't
break out the number of option school
students who will have to move, even
though you list the number of
neighborhood students who will move.
Option students will be affected even if
their whole program is moving. You should
at least acknowledge this fact by putting
the numbers of those children out there to
compare. You are asking Campbell to sever
its ties with the wetlands. You are moving
700 Key students 4 miles west, to a part of
the county from which NO Key students
currently live, creating hardships on those
current families.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

The hardship for current families.
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Support

Do Not Support

The Carlin springs community is the most
vulnerable community in the whole county
with more than 90% of free and reduce
students.Is not correct to move them to an
old building. Aps will need to invest in build
a new school on the grounds of Campbell
elementary and give all the best to the
most needy community

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

What are you giving to the community that Strongly Support
you are moving. Key needs to know that
Aps is not trying to get rid of immersion but
grow immersion where the Spanish
community is at large. Carlin Springs needs
a new building if you are moving them to
the Campbell building.

Strongly Support

The numbers that you have used in the
analysis of students moving document
seem completely bogus. It would be a bit
more helpful if you could make an attempt
to use closer to real numbers. For example,
in both options you still have kids from the
Nottingham, Tuckahoe, McKinley and
Ashlawn neighborhoods being bussed down
to Claremont. After all the moaning and
groaning about transportation costs, the
complexity of bus routes, and the length of
bus rides... those numbers should really be
0. Those students should be assigned to
either location (ATS or CS) for immersion. I
think APS also need to come out and say
that the immersion boundaries will be
redone. Also, option 2 takes away many of
the native‐Spanish speakers that Claremont
relies on for their 50/50 according to your
numbers. From the representative scenario
of 70 students to 0. The only big jump I see
toward trying to compensate for that is
using the Campbell zone, but that is only
50, not 70.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Yes ‐ look at your scenarios.... you keep
shipping the kids from the NW quadrant of
Arlington, straight past both new
immersion options all the way down to
Claremont. That goes against this last
question about limiting the growth of APS
transportation costs. Fix that. Those kids
should not continue to be shipped all the
way down to Claremont when they have to
drive right past ATS or CS to get there.

Neutral

Strongly Support

‐‐ Define each of the proposals in terms of
quantifiable costs and benefits (e.g.,
building and bus capacity utilization,
operating budget impacts, etc.) ‐‐ Allow
APS staff to justify the proposals in these
terms without interference from the School
Board members, who only get a yay‐nay
vote once the Superintendent has put forth
a proposal ‐‐ Do an ex‐post analysis after
the boundary process is finished, to see if
the changes had their desired effect.

‐‐ Benefits of the proposal are not defined
in terms of building and bus capacity
utilization. ‐‐ Moving ATS to McKinley is
inconsistent with the (implicit and
unjustified) goal of putting option schools
in a central location.

‐‐ Allows more kids to enroll at ATS.

‐‐ Benefits of the proposal are not defined
in terms of building and bus capacity
utilization. ‐‐ Provides no justification for
the Campbell move ‐‐ Moves Campbell
from a location next to Long Branch Nature
Center that directly serves the school's
learning model, while providing no
discussion of how the proposed location at
ATS will fill this need.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

‐‐ All relevant costs
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

you are literally just shifting populations
around with zero effect.

You keep wealthy north arlington
schoolmates together

You displace an entire community of mostly
walkers to a faraway campus that has
nothing to do with nor any sort of physical
support for an established EL curriculum.
You destroy years of work on wetlands and
outdoor Ed programs, literally the entire
point of Campbell being a choice school.
You remove the reason for its existence
and you punish a majority of lower income
students in order to keep the North
together. Sounds like you really have your
priorities straight.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

basically everything you haven’t considered Neutral
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined when it comes to actual academics.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Neutral

Seek the input of schools. Minimize moving
option programs as much as possible.

715

716

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

I don't see a point to this scenario ‐‐ the
only good thing appears to be that it
actually locates ASFS within its boundary
and adds a true walk zone.

716

717

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

717

718

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) None
not yet in PreK

Academic performance at McKinley will go Keep more McKinley students together!
down by several notches.

718

719

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

It's unsustainable. Major inequity due to
long bus rides and unequal facility use.

719

720

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

720

721

12/6/2019

I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent
or Guardian of an Elementary Student in
APS enrolled in a neighborhood school

721

722

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

Reduce segregation (except in the case of
Randolph and Drew, which unfortunate). I
do not think we should prioritize keeping
school communities together over
integration or balancing capacity.

722

723

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

The map is challenging to understand
The map offered does not have enough
detail to make an informed decision. The
because it lacks details.
map should include streets that a person
can read. The map tells me nothing and the
text implies only negative comments.

It's not manageable

Virtually everything else.

Out of the two proposals, this seems to
make more sense. ASFS gets a true walk
zone, the OL corridor gets more capacity,
and Immersion is moved to a more central
location on a main road with good north‐
south connections. In order to best utilize
the capacity and walk zone of ASFS, the
boundaries of Key and ASFS should account
for the walkability to the respective schools
(which would likely include HAWK signals
and/or a crossing guard at Kirkwood)

Moving McKinley students far from their
current school seems to make little sense ‐‐
a better solution in my mind would be to
move the Immersion program to Reed.
Another challenge is what to do about Staff
and facilities at ASFS, given that the
majority of current ASFS students would
apparently move to Key. I would suggest
that one (or both) of the schools get a
"refresh." In the event that the current
ASFS program/staff moves to Key, I would
also suggest that the current ASFS building
be named Hopper Elementary for former
Arlington resident Rear Admiral Grace
Hopper, and keep a STEM focus ‐‐ in
particular a focus on computers and
computer programming (perhaps in
partnership with Amazon).

This proposal is helpful in ASFS gets a true
walk zone and the OL corridor gets more
capacity, and that Immersion is moved to
an area where it may be more utilized by a
Spanish speaking population. Again, in
order to best utilize the capacity and walk
zone of ASFS, the boundaries of Key and
ASFS should account for the walkability to
the respective schools (which would likely
include HAWK signals and/or a crossing
guard at Kirkwood)

Again, moving McKinley students far from
their current school seems to make little
sense ‐‐ a better solution in my mind would
be to move the Immersion program to
Reed rather than shuffle so many schools
around. Situating the two Immersion
programs relatively close together may not
make sense, either. Another challenge is
what to do about Staff and facilities at
ASFS, given that the majority of current
ASFS students would apparently move to
Key. I would suggest that one (or both) of
the schools get a "refresh." In the event
that the current ASFS program/staff moves
to Key, I would also suggest that the
current ASFS building be named Hopper
Elementary for former Arlington resident
Rear Admiral Grace Hopper, and keep a
STEM focus ‐‐ in particular a focus on
computers and computer programming
(perhaps in partnership with Amazon).

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Cost
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support

Support

At least, if you will be moving schools,the
first proposal would be more rational.
THREE schools moving in the first proposal
rather than FIVE in the second.In the future
you will need a new school in the columbia
pike area anway.

The majority of students in Carlin springs
elementary live around 7 th road S and 8th
road S (adults need 15 minutes walk for
campbell ) (kids who walk slower need 20
minutes ).Do you expect kids to be doing
that everyday?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Transportation.
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Do Not Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support
Walk zone opportunity costs. As you
expand option schools, you are expanding
bus service by busing some students who
could walk to their neighborhood school,
thereby shifting funds out of the classroom
and into transportation.

Strongly Support

Expand walk zones.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

whether the option school should exist at
all. Do we need 2 immersion schools? ATS
does not fit in IPP, so should it exist? We
meed neighborhood schools NOT option
schools

Strongly Support

Do Not Support

Look at using office buildings for school
space as it's more flexible in adding and
contracting space

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Neutral

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 1 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Educational equity for disadvantaged
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined students and reducing racial and
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) socioeconomic segregation.
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Neutral

Focus more on the needs of economically
disadvantaged families than the desires of
wealthy parents. Educational equity.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support
The ranking system you provided is
insulting. You selected options that meet
your goals of making a decision that is not
in line with the school community. How
about being honest and trying to find a
solution that actually benefits the growth
of students within the county. This county
has the potential to lead the nation. Instead
of trying to create more cookie cutter
elementary schools that only benefit the
wealthy. Why don’t you try building
programs that will lead to the true growth
of all students. This means thinking outside
the box instead of drawing lines and boxing
students into one generic mold.

Support

Take a look at you stats. Do the homework
and actually spend time on a cost analysis.
Before you begin moving buildings and
before you present options you should look
at the cost and the risk. Yes we need more
seats in some areas. And yes we have
empty seats in others. But so far the data
and the arguments you present are not
compelling enough to justify the cost and
the heartache of moving these schools.
Let’s find a way to really look at the need,
review the costs associated with drastic
moves, and develop a sensible plan that
won’t break the bank or break the hearts of
the community.

Keep more McKinley students together!

Much better about not moving as many
neighborhood kids.

You are adding buses and wasting money.
People will be difficult.

Minimal

Moving students in nottingham and
discovery unnecessarily

Minimal

Moving nottingham and discovery s try
udents unnecessarily

Less disruptive than option 3. Does not
reinforce socioeconomic and racial
segregation as much as option 3. Does not
move Campbell away from a campus
uniquely suited for that school. Moves key
to a central location.

Depending on what happens with
boundaries and current county housing
policy new and existing neighborhood
schools in the Columbia Pike Corridor
become even more locked in as high
poverty, segregated schools. My child
attends one of these schools now and we
like but APS should be doing everything it
can to both balance enrollment and scour
age racial, socioeconomic and cultural
diversity.

It moves immersion to an area with more See my comments on proposal 1. It does
native Spanish speakers, hopefully boosting not reduce the concentration of poverty in
the native Spanish speaking enrollment in the Carlin Sprongs community‐just moves it
to a smaller school that will likely be over
immersion.
crowded. It also locks many Columbia like
neighborhood schools into
disproportionately high poverty rates.
While county housing policy is to blame for
this APS should have a greater focus on
equity and integration.

Again this map lacks details. This proposal
does not include the cost associated with
the proposed moves. Why would you move
the schools before you rezone the north?
Why wouldn’t you do it all at the same
time? You neglect to mention how you are
going to handle the immersion capacity in a
smaller building. You should have thought
about how you would manage the school
zones when you proposed building Reed.

You have not calculated the cost of moving Your school proposal 2 link is busted. Is
these options schools. How will you pay for shows proposal 1.
this? What key’s enrollment. How will you
manage that at ATS. The building is too
small. What about zoning the north with
the option schools as part of the process?
Shouldn’t you consider a cost analysis
before asking for an opinion from tax
payers? I think we should know how much
it will cost to move these schools BEFORE
you work on zoning the north.

Please see my responses for proposal 1.
The greatest concern is cost. You haven’t
stated how much it will cost to move these
schools or how the county will pay for it. In
addition it’s insulting to state that moving
key south would move it closer to a spanish
speaking population. What about the
spanish speaking population that lives
within walking distance of Key right now?

723

724

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian
of a Middle or High School Student in APS

This map is not based in any reality.
Socio economic and racial segregation and
Furthermore, every option presented MUST inequality
look at demographics. APS segregation has
led to its achievement gaps and inequality.

It makes sense to move Key clear to the
Buckingham neighborhood.

My sixth grader did APS summer school at
McKinley last summer. It is designed as a
neighborhood school and doesn’t have a
place for buses or drivers. Terrible location
for an option.

724

725

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

None

Opens up Key for neighborhood school ‐
much needed. Key moves closer to native
Spanish speakers and is more centrally
located, which could possibly increase
native speaker applications. Key has
students from every school in APS, so the
new location is better for all. ATS is very
popular, so people who are committed to
the program will follow. Reduces impact on
neighborhood schools, keeping major shifts
of 30% or more to just 2‐3 neighborhood
schools.

Growing ATS does not necessarily help
offload capacity from neighborhood
schools until APS finally changes to a model
similar to HB’s lottery with slots being
allocated to each neighborhood school
based on population. If APS did that, it
would give the most slots to the biggest
schools.

725

726

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

The problem is that you still show some
schools over capacity. That’s unnecessary is
you are changing everything.

726

727

12/6/2019

Other (Please specify) : Parent of children
who will be attending APS starting next
year

Despite creating long extended boundaries
this option still keeps all elementary
schools in their current locations and allows
neighborhood schools to continue to be
neighborhood schools. Community within
the neighborhood and the school is
incredibly important to students and
parents.

727

728

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

728

729

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

729

730

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

10 schools will have more than 30% of their
population moved to new schools. This is
very disruptive and we still would not have
enough schools in the Rosslyn‐Ballston
corridor. The likely boundaries are
ridiculous and move walkers to buses.

Most of McKinley to Reed makes sense.
Honestly, it I k are still going to run out of
The rest should go to Ashlawn, Nottingham neighborhood seats because the true
and Tuckahoe.
excess is near tuckahoe and Jamestown.
You can fill schools to near 100 percent
while leaving others at 80.

I understand this doesn’t necessarily
address the uneven distribution of students
in certain school zones, but it’s also difficult
to say with 100% certainty that any
numbers won’t fluctuate here and there
throughout the year with neighborhood
turnover. KEEP NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS!

I support this. It moves Key to where
Spanish speakers live and enlarges ATS to
absorb more growth countywide.

None, this is a very bad option both with
the disruption of students and the added
bus expense

Too many students moved and too
expensive to bus so many students with
long boundaries

Expeditionary Learning is such a great
model and it would be wonderful to
expand it, although the curriculum might
need to change with the new location.
Moves Key to a location that is much more
likely to attract Spanish speakers. If you
move Middle School Immersion to
Kenmore, you would have K‐8 immersion in
close proximity for special events and
community building. Uses less walkable
buildings for option programs. Reduces
impact on neighborhood schools, keeping
major shifts of 30% or more to just 2‐3
neighborhood schools.

This creates an even higher poverty
neighborhood school at the Campbell site
and greater segregation in APS. It also
ignores the Interlude program at Campbell.
Strengthening immersion should not come
at the expense of destroying one of the few
decently performing Title 1 schools. Why
isn’t Claremont part of the discussion as
well?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Socio economic demographics in order to Do Not Support
ensure equity, reduce achievement gaps,
and make sure every student can pass the
SOLs. Based on personal experience in APS,
high poverty schools are failing everyone —
most notably low income kids. APS, please
look at the wealth of data in high poverty
schools. Children of color are failing
because of your decisions. Please use this
process to desegregate your schools, not
make the problem worse.

Do Not Support

The County attorney needs to revisit the
decision that developers can’t contribute to
APS. A fund should be created to help APS
with transportation and building costs due
to the problems created.

The primary challenge will be highly vocal
option school advocates who can’t see that
moves are necessary for the greater good.
Will need to adapt Campbell EL curriculum.
Growing ATS does not necessarily help
offload capacity from neighborhood
schools until APS finally changes to a model
similar to HB’s lottery with slots being
allocated to each neighborhood school
based on population. If APS did that, it
would give the most slots to the biggest
schools.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Option schools should be prepared to move Strongly Support
multiple times in the coming years as
neighborhood seats may be needed.
Parents who choose an option program are
choosing a PROGRAM not a location.
Choose a neighborhood school if you want
to prioritize LOCATION. APS should move to
a proportional allocation model for all
option schools to evenly distribute the
seats across all schools. Right now, people
who love close to the option are more
likely to apply. ATS is a great example. Why
not use the HB model of allocating seats?
Otherwise, option schools are frequently
used to flee schools people perceive as
lower performing. Without proportional
allocation, option schools are not helping
offload from the highest capacity schools.

Strongly Support

If option schools want their programs
protected, then the counterbalance needs
to be openness to move based on needs of
the greater APS. We are in a small county
and moves are not that far relatively ‐ and
could give opportunities in other parts of
the county. It is not like moving an option
program from one end of Fairfax county to
another. If an option program is so
dependent on its location for success, then
that is an indicator that it should just be a
neighborhood school with the program as
their exemplar project. Strong option
schools should be able to move and be
successful in a new location. HB loved this
year and it was fine. The whole school
moved together and it has resulted in some
positive community building experiences.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Option schools should be in small buildings Neutral
that can take trailers. Save the large
buildings for neighborhood because they
can’t turn people away. We don’t need 2
immersion schools!

Strongly Support

Phase out Key, leave AT: where it is and do
not move any option schools to the north
bc Jamestown is the only space where we
truly won’t need seats.

Pretty good. Just rip the band aid off and fix Honestly, it I k are still going to run out of
years of bad decisions. ASFS should be in its neighborhood seats because the true
boundaries and moving all of McK above 66 excess is near tuckahoe and Jamestown.
to Reed is the logical decision
You can fill schools to near 100 percent
while leaving others at 80.

Where the other 60% of McKinley students Dispersed the populations of the schools
{sort of}
will be distributed has still not been
addressed. Without knowing where their
kids will end up it is difficult for parents to
stand behind a proposal that doesn’t seem
to work in their benefit. McKinley is
surrounded on all sides by a thriving
neighborhood with a lot of kids and to
move an option school there without giving
the neighborhood priority to choose to go
there doesn’t seem right. Making children
who could easily walk or bike to school take
a bus to a school a mile away doesn’t make
sense. Moving the Key School and ATS also
seems like a large part of their population
would then be much further away from
their current populations making it difficult
for parents to make work. The Reed school
will be opening at near capacity and this
proposal not only moves entire schools and
breaks up communities but also doesn’t
actually solve any population problems
because you’re just moving the problem to
a new building.

Still doesn’t address where the other
McKinley students will end up. Disrupts
MULTIPLE schools and communities who
are perfectly content in their current
locations and do not want to move {also
sounds like a lot of money to move all
these schools like a game of chess}. Certain
option schools have campuses specifically
designed for their curriculum which would
be under utilized with school moves. Not to
mention most schools DO NOT WANT TO
MOVE.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Neutral
It is my personal opinion that these
“option” schools should not take priority
over neighborhood schools. If an option
school is to move into a current
neighborhood school they should have to
give priority to the neighborhood kids in
walking distance to that school {should the
family choose to enroll there}

Support

Nothing good.
The challenge will be filling key, and
ensuring that the proximity of ats to
undercapacity schools in NW doesn’t cause
them to be even more underutilized.
Option schools are mostly selected by
those nearby.

I’m not a Campbell parent but this move
would seriously damage the program.
Everyone knows expeditionary learning has
an environmental component. The ATS
building is completely lacking; kids can’t
even walk to it because the surrounding
neighborhood is so heavily trafficked. It’d
also put the program out of reach for most
poor kids, who live in south Arlington.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Support
Demographics. Moving option schools
should not exacerbate economic
segregation in neighborhood schools, which
is rooted in historic AND current housing
policies. Take into account where planned
subsidized housing development and act
accordingly to avoid creating yet another
70 percent plus disadvantaged school.

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

As with any change, people will complain.
I think this is the best option ‐‐ keeps
Please ignore them and do what's best for
McKinley more together, increases ATS
capacity, moves Key closer to Spanish pop the county as a whole
and from the chart I saw elsewhere it does
the best in filling schools without putting
any schools over 100% capacity

Similar to the above but doesn't have the
advantage of filling schools more evenly

Radically changes the Campbell program
because it would lose the outdoor
schoolyard and adjacency to the nature
center. These elements are key parts of
why families choose Campbell and cannot
be recreated at the ATS site.

What should NOT be considered is how
loud certain populations complain about
the change. Do what works best for the
county as a whole.

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Community pushback and division.
Transportation. Balancing enrollment
moving forward as new schools are built.

Predominately, creating another
"randolph" with a fully walkable Campbell
drawing from low‐income EL students and
thereby creating MORE high‐poverty
schools instead of reducing the disparities
within the system. Relocation of, or
recreation of Campbell's EL program. That
would be very costly and seems to be a big
disadvantage moving an outdoor learning
program away from a site that is adjacent
to a nature center. Moving it will most
likely destroy its demographic balance
unless the VPI program is maintained to its
current level. Unlike Montessori or HB
Woodlawn, it is much more an unknown
how many will move with the program, and
now that it's countywide admissions it still
remains to be seen how the demographics
will change.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support
Within "increasing access," looking to
whom the access is being increased. Is it
increased to wealthy non ELL families with
high performing neighborhood school
options? Or is it being increased to lower‐
income EL families who would benefit from
more exposure and interaction with higher‐
income communities that bring resources
and connections and different experiences?

Neutral

Transportation should not be the primary
motivating factor. There are other ways to
mitigate transportation costs including, but
not limited to, getting secondary students
off school buses and onto public transit
which will allow more transportation
resources for the elementaries. Also, hire
someone to form survey questions and
answers that are more objective. Not one
single opportunity to rank importance of
"socioeconomic diversity" in the
considerations above. Demographics is still
a boundary guideline, whether it's actually
incorporated or not; and it is still an
important value within the community.
And the immediately preceding questions
above offer factors that are so obviously
geared toward APS' current thinking and
preferences that have led to the two
proposals.

McKinley is not central to Arlington for ATS. Carlin Springs has a high Latino population.
This does not discuss VPI seats at ATS. How
many will be reserved for VPI children?
What will be the FRL rate at ATS? Is this
only proposed for wealthy families?
McKinley is not designed as a choice
school.

This would destroy the Campbell
Elementary School community, including its
progress closing achievement gaps and the
sweat equity invested in outdoor learning.
It will demoralize staff that have spent
years developing expeditions using the
outdoor classroom. It worsens segregation
in APS. It does not include analysis for VPI
or Interlude.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Socio‐economic diversity, opportunities for Support
equity (including PTA resources), the
buildings themselves and their designs
(including McKinley for bus access,
Campbell for outdoor learning AND
Interlude), opportunity to break up rather
than concentrate poverty (proven to be
best by decades of educational research
AND NOT special interest developers that
benefit from concentrating affordable
housing)

Do Not Support

Provide analysis on these elementary
schools for immersion vs. neighborhood
schools: Barrett, Claremont, Barcroft.

Getting self interested people to see a
greater purpose.

Communicating with all parents that
change will happen.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Communicate and have a red team cell
look at the communications before sending
out to the public. Must think about how
this will be received.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Weighting admissions to option schools in Strongly Support
favor of more populated planning units /
school attendance zones so that more seats
are strategically freed up where capacity
challenges are most acute

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support
In the case of immersion, the school(s)
should either be located in the areas that
will allow them to fill 50% of the slots with
native Spanish speakers, or consolidate the
programs into one (perhaps large program)
that can fill those slots more easily.

Strongly Support

The last time APS took a good look at
elementary boundaries and engaged with
the community about them, Nottingham
and Tuckahoe were considered for option
school sites. It looks to me that the NW
corner of the county will end up with some
excess seats when all is said and done, so I
suggest considering those sites again for
ATS and look at shifting boundaries
upwards to take advantage of the seats
that will open at McKinley when Reed
comes online.

Campbell's diversity is largely due to it's
location. Moving it to N Arlington would
absolutely cause ATS to become more
segregated. A neighborhood school at the
Campbell site would be a segregation
nightmare. The refusal to include
segregation as a consideration makes APS
complicit in the systemic racism it fosters
under this proposal. Also, ATS is possibly
the worst site when it comes to enabling
Campbell's outdoor learning component.
And locating Key and Claremont so close
together seems to be a lost opportunity to
make immersion logistically available to
much of the county.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 1 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Whether the site is appropriate to the aims Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined of the option school's focus. Also, how does
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) the move affect segregation within APS?
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Neutral

Please include diversity/segregation as a
consideration in this planning process. It's
more important than the apparent zero
consideration you are giving it.

This has a lot of moving pieces and may be
hard logistics wise to enforce and make
happen. More people would be moved
around and that is more people that will
complain.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Give families who are within a small walk
zone of an option school some priority for a
seat if they want it versus being bused to
another school further away.

Relocating immersion closer to a larger
native SPanish speaking population but also
near english‐speakers who will take
advantage of its location; opening
neighborhood seats in the NE part of the
county more quickly and more cost‐
effectively than building a new school in
that area.

moving ATS farther from low‐income, EL
families who benefit from VPI and being
able to stay at ATS through 5th grade in a
more diverse, better‐resourced community
and the experiences and opportunities that
brings;

Moves Key closer to latino community.

730

731

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

Opportunity is to look at the district as a
whole and implement a complete revamp
to maximize efficiency and plan for the
long‐term thoughtfully in regards to best
locations for option programs and to set a
"clean slate" for moving forward as we
continue to grow. But it is also an
opportunity to balance enrollment and
create some boundaries that could lead to
better balance of demographics across
schools and de‐concentrate some of the
highest‐poverty school enrollments ‐
benefitting everyone.

731

732

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

No comment. By APS' own admission, this
is not an actual proposal.

732

733

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

The opportunity is to use all seats. It is an
clumsy way of showing it.

733

734

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
in PreK in APS

734

735

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Hard to see any, but this map is drawn with Need to better define "neighborhood"
the intent of no longer making it a true
school as well as walk zones. Too much
consideration.
movement.

735

736

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

What this question is asking is unclear.
Make the boundaries better?

Obviously, the long boundaries and those
where the school is not within its own
attendance boundaries are problematic.
Walk zones should be maximized, and
percentage of students reassigned would
ideally not be so high.

736

737

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

You have the opportunity to desegregate
APS

It's hard to say without any supporting data No idea. The thinking behind this proposal
being presented. How does this affect
eludes me.
segregation? Proposed growth? Balancing
capacity among schools?

737

738

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK , I
am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or
High School Student in APS

All schools would feel the affects of the
change and it would remove the not in my
backyard so I don't care mentality. It would
allow option schools to stay where they
are.

The logistics of moving that many students
and making that sweeping of a change will
be hard to control and I think more families
would be like to find ways to game the
system to stay where they are . This option
miss manages option schools but not
allowing them to be a part of the change
and helping alleviate some of the
overcrowding.

Showing that this is just an extreme
This puts more neighborhood schools in
example of what would need to happen to neighborhoods.
use all seats.

Bringing immersion closer to native spanish
speakers; potential for breaking‐up high
concentrations of poverty and EL ‐ though
it remains to be seen how APS and SB will
implement demographics in the boundary
revisions; providing needed neighborhood
seats in NE cost‐effectively and perhaps
without the need for another new building ‐
which allows APS to focus on new schools
in other areas that could ultimately help
the concentrations of poverty in the south.

This really moves schools to a rational
location. This idea will need to be
communicated that it is better for all
students while some may not like the
outcome.

Without looking at potential impact in S.
Arlington, it is hard to tell. Better define
and study "walk zones".

Any movement away from walk zones and
The lower reassignment rate (than the
representative boundary scenario) is good. to busing isn’t good, although probably
unavoidable. It should be minimized as
Moving Key is necessary, regardless of
which scenario you look at. Moving a large much as possible,
percentage of McKinley together to Reed is
good.

I like the idea of lowering the number of
students affected and keeping more
students in walk zones. Moving option
schools to more central locations and
allowing for growth of seats in the Rosslyn
and Columbia Pike areas

What about S. Arlington?

Three countywide schools are moved,
This proposal looks much better than
Proposal 1. Fewer current walkers become which will not be popular, but this proposal
looks better than the first when all factors
bus riders, fewer neighborhood students
are considered.
are reassigned, Spanish immersion has a
better chance of maintaining a 50/50
balance with the relocation closer to a
Spanish speaking community, and it still
keeps a bulk of the McKinley community
together. All around, this proposal looks
like the better one.

I don't know. This proposal is even more
Isn't the ATS building too small to house
Key's population? So you're kicking families baffling than Proposal 1.
out of immersion, but adding seats to ATS...
that is troubling. And the two immersion
programs are currently servicing two
separate areas of Arlington...why move
them closer together? That alienates the
whole eastern half of Arlington. Not to
mention, how does this affect the
segregation problem Arlington has? Does it
exacerbate it? You haven't given us the
data.

Moving Key Immersion away from the large
spanish speaking population is a really bad
idea. They worked so hard to keep a voice
for those at Key that may not be able to
best communicate their needs. Plus many
of the parents commute using mass transit
and Rosslyn is a major hub for buses and
metro and allows them to commute and
still get their kids to and from school.

I like the idea of lowering the number of
students affected and keeping more
students in walk zones. Moving option
schools to more central locations and
allowing for growth of seats in the Rosslyn
and Columbia Pike areas.

Grandfathering those who are 5th graders Support
and their siblings who are already in that
same school. Keeping walk zones safe by
changing them if it means crossing major
roads but those who live right next to a
school should have the ability to attend
that school even if its an option school. I
would hate the idea that I can look right at
my elementary school out my window but
not have access to it if its an option school
when it was once a neighborhood school.

Campbell will lose their awesome wetland
and Long Branch access, but I think that
school could prosper anywhere.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 1 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Do Not Support
DIVERSITY. Please consider diversity. Not
keeping the groups who scream loudest
happy. Diversity so that all the kids in these
schools have a chance to reach their full
potential. Not just the people who live in
one end of the county or make it into gifted
programs.

Do Not Support

Can we look at schools that are chronically
under enrolled or have large populations
outside of that school in option schools?
Nothing in this county is so far a child
couldn't ride the bus if there were no
traffic. Consider some creative solutions. It
can't all be walkability was the biggest
concern.

This seems like a significant blow to the 6
guiding principles which drive boundary
changes. Without short and long term
impact obvious it seems to be an incredibly
disruptive scenario.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support
It seems imperative to better understand
the drivers and motivations of families
choosing option schools. This data will
better inform the changes associated with
Option School changes and how the impact
other schools. For example, I think you'll
find that families are opting into the option
schools to create more of a neighborhood
option (since it is close to them) and/or
they are not satisfied with their current
option and are willing to bus their child
elsewhere. I don't believe the programming
is your key driver. If it is currently, will it
continue to be. The demand for current
programming may not be the fit for future
enrollment so continuing to project growth
for option schools may not be a valid
assumption. Remain focused on high
quality neighborhood schools and keep
options schools as a niche ‐ they don't need
expansion and this should also minimize
risk to added costs.

Strongly Support

1. Revisit the proposal computations so
they provide a holistic view of short and
long term impacts (option school moves,
enrollment projections, op cost impacts,
capital improvement assessment, boundary
changes.). 2. Show the work. As a
recalculation is done, be transparent in the
process to minimize anxiety and emotion.
3. Do not proceed with the vote on 2/6
until data transparency has been offered
and a full short and long term analysis is
complete including all factors with overlap.
Additionally, the 6 guiding principles for
boundary changes should be addressed as a
guide in the explanation.

Same challenges as Proposal 1. Arlington is
acting in wanton and capricious manner
without vision of purpose. The challenges
are disrupting 80% of your residents lives.
Moving schools, now that we have settled
boundaries, just makes everyone adjust
their schedules, commutes, and routines.
Arlington does not, it would seem, have a
clear plan. Proposal I does not state a clear
path to net seats gained by removal of
students. It's almost arbitrary and
capricious. Any discussion of moving
schools should be done in conjunction with
proposed boundary changes, so the process
is transparent. More importantly,APS
should be focusing on finding ways to build
more seats. Threatening to move Key, and
hurt the vulnerable immigrant families that
benefit from dual language instruction,with
no transition plan,is a waste of APS
resources.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 1 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Neutral
Proposal ‐‐ consider not moving a school.
Save the money, and build addition. Maybe
build upwards. Moving schools and children
does not solve the problem. It only
exasperates an existing problem. I cannot
stress enough the amount of disruptions
and chaos that these past few years of
school redistricting and school alignments
have generated. So please, do everyone a
favor and stop moving schools as if children
and schools were fungible commodities.

Neutral

Focus on the curriculum. Focus on saving
money and building additions, building
upwards, or find better solutions. Moving
schools and populations do nothing to
further the "math of growing population."
Whatever APS does, you will still be faced
with growing student bodies. So please
figure out a smarter way.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

What the actual school communities want Neutral
and need. Option schools need a say in this
process. Community outreach is not the
same as engagement. There have been
ZERO APS employees out in certain
communities explaining these changes and
how they realistically affect people.

Neutral

If APS is so concerned about money they
should be requesting some of the county's
surplus funds. Relocatables are not the
same as "seats". Build more schools or find
alternative solutions like using the
community centers or commercial
properties. APS is classist and borderline
racist in its policies which benefit some
communities over others.

I think that south Arlington is a better
I like it puts both immersion programs near It moves a lot of programs. That is painful
in the short term, but may be necessary for
location for immersion. Proposal 2 is better each other. Relocating ms immersion to
in this respect.
Kenmore may improve matriculation. I like the long term solution.
that this supports growing immersion and
also breaks up a high poverty school.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 1 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Neighborhood schools should be the
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined priority.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

I don't see a lot of good opportunities with Weird, horrible boundaries that will require Key becomes a much needed neighborhood
school. Shrinks immersion which cannot fill
keeping options at their current locations. lots of busing and long commutes.
its native‐speaking seats now. Less costly to
Too many seats/space at Nottingham,
move just 2 schools than 3 in proposal #2.
Tuckahoe, etc. and not enough along the
Rosslyn‐Ballston corridor, etc.

Folks will oppose moving option programs, Key becomes a much needed neighborhood
it will be expensive (and we already have a school.
huge budget deficit!), will be completely
inundated with angry parents screaming
"don't move me" for the next 13 months
which will distract and take away from
other initiatives.

Folks will oppose moving option programs,
it will be expensive (and we already have a
huge budget deficit!), will be completely
inundated with angry parents screaming
"don't move me" for the next 13 months
which will distract and take away from
other initiatives.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

I hate this proposal. The neighborhood
school boundaries are not efficient or
natural.

There are no challenges.

I think seeing el as something beyond an
outdoor learning is important. I like that
this proposal supports growing that
program.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

The size of options can grow or shrink to fit Strongly Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined the building.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

738

739

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) I like that this map breaks up some of the
not yet in PreK
Rt 50 divide. It will pull students in from
different neighborhoods and hopefully
provide some more diversity for certain
schools. This is what it takes to create
diversity. Walkability still seems like a plan
to keep neighborhoods affluent.

There are a lot of long boundaries. It does
break up some neighborhoods and I am
worried that part of this map may
concentrate poverty in some schools, but I
can't be sure without cross referencing this
map against census data.

100 more seats at ATS would be a boon to ATS is still statistically harder than college
to get into.
many parents given how popular that
school is. It's diverse and well balanced and
most importantly, kids from all background
seems to go well there, which is important
to me as a parent. I think Immersion might
fare better in a neighborhood where kids
actually speak the language.

739

740

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

In the scenarios laid out, the data doesn't
compute: From the data that's been made
available to date, it's not clear to us how
APS arrived at the two scenarios it has
presented.

A challenge is understanding the impact of
the proposals. The summary statements
would be acceptable if it was possible to
understand how the proposals came into
existence. Additionally, I'm not able to
understand the changes coming because
the data doesn't calculate from beginning
to end including all factors.

It is hard to comment on an opportunity in The challenge is in understanding short and None identified.
long term impact.
this scenario because the summary
statements ‐ add data made available
elsewhere so far ‐ are not comprehensive
to address full opportunity and impact. The
only opportunity here appears to be for
Key.

740

741

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

I cannot answer this question in its entirety.
I will say though that Arlington seems to
redraw boundaries every few years without
(1) purpose and (2) real parental and
residential input. We just went through this
for redistricting Spanish Immersion (which
we are very supportive of) in Middle
Schools, and Arlington managed to ignore
inputs of every family in North Arlington.
Instead of listening to us, Arlington put the
Spanish Immersion at the southern most
point of the County ‐‐ at Gunston. So many
families opted out of Spanish Immersion
because of the vast distances during rush
hour. Which is to say, Arlington should
consider our input if they ask for it. From
the current map, I don't have any
information at all ‐‐ I want to know the
demographic breakdown of schools and
population makeup. There's no real
statistical reporting here. Just a bunch of
numbers (without controls, baseline, etc).

Listening to the parents and residents.
Please don't move Key or Claremont
Immersion Programs just because they are
"bigger buildings." That's about as smart as
digging up a building and moving it to a
new housing development.

There are none. Arlington did not move
Spanish Immersion middle school to "a
central location". I am curious about the
definitions of "central", e.g. Gunston in
South Arlington is not "central" (for middle
school). This issue will be more problematic
with elementary schools. Please please
listen to the communities of both Key and
Claremont Immersion. Leave the two
Immersion Schools where they are. They
presently serve a purpose and will continue
to serve those purposes. The map that is
furnished above is illegible, and horribly
depicted. Moving 23% of neighborhood
students doesn't make much sense either ‐‐
there are no net seats gained by moving
them.

The challenges are disrupting 80% of your
residents lives. Moving schools, now that
we have settled boundaries, just makes
everyone adjust their schedules,
commutes, and routines. Arlington does
not, it would seem, have a clear plan.
Proposal I does not state a clear path to net
seats gained by removal of students. It's
almost arbitrary and capricious.

Need more information. Same problems
with Proposal 1. There are none. Arlington
did not move Spanish Immersion middle
school to "a central location". I am curious
about the definitions of "central", e.g.
Gunston in South Arlington is not "central"
(for middle school). This issue will be more
problematic with elementary schools.
Please please listen to the communities of
both Key and Claremont Immersion. Leave
the two Immersion Schools where they are.
They presently serve a purpose and will
continue to serve those purposes. The map
that is furnished above is illegible, and
horribly depicted. Moving 23% of
neighborhood students doesn't make much
sense either ‐‐ there are no net seats
gained by moving them.

741

742

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

No option schools would need to move.

Upsetting parents.

None.

Option schools have no say in their own
destiny. Putting bigger schools in smaller
places.

None. More poor planning from APS. Its
Option schools have no say in their own
inability to project for their future and lack destiny. Putting bigger schools in smaller
of data makes this and option 1 non‐
places.
transparent and useless.

742

743

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

I really hate this because it moves so many
students and creates unnatural boundaries
for asfs and McKinley.

I like this proposal because it puts
immersion near Spanish speakers.

743

744

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

744

745

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of an Elementary Student in APS
enrolled in an option school

I like this. It moves immersion to an area
when it can thrive. Neighborhood
boundaries would be more natural.

More ATS seats are great. Immersion
should be in an area with more Spanish
speakers. The Pike definitely needs
attention.

I really like this. It improves the potential
for immersion to grow, allows for ats to
grow.

Strongly Support

Keeping costs in check. Our county has no Support
money to spare‐‐ only moves schools if the
net gain makes sense from a financial
perspective (i.e., will this save on busing
costs, etc.).

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Please look at the real costs of these
potential moves and keep parents'
expectations in check. Yes, some programs
are moving but buildings are buildings and
a current school community should not be
entitled to take "names" or fixtures, etc.
from any particular APS school. Children
come and go every year ‐‐ taxpayers should
not have to pay for sentimental
attachments because some current
community (that will be in middle school
soon) wants to keep "their" name, or their
special classroom fixtures, etc.

Looks terrible from all perspective ‐ fewer Better than Representative Boundaries
kids walkable to schools; more bus needed Scenario for sure.
and hence more pollution. Also how the
new border of McKinley looks ridiculous.
Who thought of such a horrible idea to
change McKinley area to that?

745

746

12/6/2019

I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

746

747

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

747

748

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) My kids get to go to Fleet I guess? Better
not yet in PreK , I am an Arlington resident economic diversity spread across the
without school‐age children
schools, which is nice.

748

749

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

749

750

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
A chance to move the option schools in five
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
years.
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

750

751

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

No schools are moved to new buildings,
ASFS is within its district, MCKINLEY IS
SAVED

751

752

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

The challenge is commenting without full
It is difficult to comment on this scenario
without knowing the data used to create it. understanding of the choices made to
I think it could be drawn differently to have develop it.
the elongated boundaries in different parts
of the county, which could address a lack of
demographic diversity and also improve
efficiency of bus routes (north‐south vs.
east‐west).

752

753

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
not yet in PreK

It's difficult to tell because the map is
impossible to read. The opportunities seem
extremely limited compared to the drastic
measures you are proposing that will affect
hundreds of students and their families.

Better than Representative Boundaries
Scenario for sure.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

School quality shouldn't change much b/c
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined of the school boundary change.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Neutral

Strongly Support

See above ‐ you're moving a centrally
located ATS to the side and impacting
hundreds of students.

See above ‐ you're moving a centrally
located ATS to the side and impacting
hundreds of students.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

The impact on location to the families,
Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined teachers, and the way of life that has been
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) built around where students are currently
located.
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

I will be able to sell protest T‐Shirts to the
ATS parents for a nice profit.

ATS parents think their kids are better and Even more protest T‐Shirt sales.
special (by fact of winning the school
lottery) so will pitch an absolute fit. "They
need their special learning spaces!", "I
donated a bazillion dollars to build my kid I
mean all 3rd graders a professional level
chemistry lab and you're stealing it!", "You
can't disrupt OUR kid's learning, move
Barcroft around instead" Note: Statement
retracted if my first kid gets into ATS.

Campbell will have the same issues the
Montessori program did when it moved: all
the work they had put into to the grounds
and building (gardens, classroom setups,
etc.) gets left behind. While a boon to the
school moving in (if they want those
features) it will take time for Campbell to
adjust. Clearly they've put a large amount
of work and classroom integration into
their outdoor space and learning
opportunities. I think they will lose much of
this going to the other location. At best a
temporary loss, at worst they lose nearby
forest/greenspace.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support

Do Not Support

involves less number of schools

does not address long‐term problem of the allows for less number of student
imbalance
relocation and retain flexibilities

does not address long‐term needs/pressure Use all existing elementary schools to full
of imbalance enrollments
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 1 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Do Not Support

Support

This does nothing to fix issues and just kicks Creates seats were they are needed.
the can down the road. APS doesn't have
the money to build the number of schools
that they need and this doesn't fix that
problem.

Immersion is not getting enough spanish
speakers for two programs and there is no
indication that this location move will help.
APS should eliminate one immersion
program so they can get back to the 50/50
split. APS doesn't have the money to build
the number of schools that they need and
this doesn't fix that problem.

This proposal involves more school moves
and the cost and confusion that will come
with those moves. Campbell doesn't have a
location problem, it has a long waitlist and
only took a few non‐vpi or sibling children.
Immersion is not getting enough spanish
speakers for two programs. This location
may help, but the real problem is that
there is just not the demand from spanish
speakers for two programs. APS should
eliminate one immersion program so they
can get back to the 50/50 split. APS doesn't
have the money to build the number of
schools that they need and this doesn't fix
that problem.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

If the school doesn't have a waitlist of is not Strongly Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined in the IPP, consider phasing it out.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Adding 12 buses.

MCKINLEY IS DISBANDED, two schools
move

MCKINLEY IS DISBANDED, three schools
move

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Most of Key would still have to be bussed,
it seems, and the Key community would be
splintered. Arlington Traditional, an option
school, would be located at McKinley, a site
that was previously determined to be
unsuitable for an option school.

It is unclear that moving Key near a large
hispanic population would create demand
for the immersion program. The Campbell
community would be splintered. The
outdoor learning component of Campbell's
model would be harmed. Campbell would
require more buses. The bus routes going
to the Carlin Springs building would be
longer and costlier. What is the cost
(dollars) of moving this many schools?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

You're moving an option school, ATS, out of
the center of the county to the side. You're
moving Key ‐ which does not want to move ‐
to a space that is not overly helpful to it's
long‐term capacity.

Crossing Glebe with minimal deaths?

the scenario is really well‐designed because more school buses are needed
it provides a rare opportunity for the
county to balance the school admission and
disparity and provides long‐term benefit
too.

Removal of walking students, in particular
appears students in Glebewood area within
sight of school would be in new distrcit.

Keeps as walkable as possible. Specialty
programs should not be detrimental to
cohesion of standard programs.

Support

Focus on expanding the capacity (or adding
more) choice/lottery schools. These
programs are clearly hugely popular in the
community. Re‐district the neighborhood
schools as needed after the new need and
desire for these schools is known.

Strongly Support

Phase out one of the immersion schools
since there is not the demand from Spanish
speakers. Phase out ATS since it is not in
the IPP.

Moving schools to other buildings results in Strongly Do Not Support
the loss of one neighborhood school
completely. McKinley. This loss should not
be taken lightly. It is an amazing
community that has been built around this
school for years and to lose it would be a
tragedy. It not only effects families with
school age children, but resale values of
homes without current elementary school
children. The effects of losing this
neighborhood school are rippling. Not to
mention that the option school you are
thinking of replacing this GREAT
neighborhood school with gives ZERO
preference to the kids already here in this
neighborhood. It is such a highly ranked
school, how could you close its doors?!

Strongly Do Not Support

DO. NOT. MOVE. SCHOOLS.

The opportunity to preserve or increase
diversity within schools The impacts on
instruction Traffic impacts in areas
surrounding option schools

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Have you considered placing an option
program in one of the northwestern school
buildings to maximize capacity? Have you
considered an urban‐style school in
Rosslyn/Courthouse, with access to a
county park but not necessarily its own
schoolyard?

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

753

754

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school ,Other (Please specify) : I am
a parent of a child not yet in elementary
school.

754

755

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

755

756

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
in PreK in APS

756

757

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian
of a Middle or High School Student in APS

757

758

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

758

759

12/6/2019

I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

759

760

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

School buses. Reduction of walk‐sheds.

too many kids assigned to new schools.
changing existing boundary too much

Aligning capacity with needs.

more kids/families stay at current school

Aligning capacity with needs.
Moving countywide school to edge of
County ‐ decentralizes. Takes option school
from mixed‐use area with overflow parking
and decent transit access and places in the
middle of a neighborhood ‐ how will
parking work for school events? This moves
a lot of kids. If this proposal were to be
accepted, APS needs to GUARANTEE that it
will follow through the the subsequent
redistricting needed to complete the
exercise or all of this would be for naught.

more kids/families stay at current school

Opportunity to create neighborhood seats
with least disruption if Key was moved to
McKinley and leaving ATS in place, which
would allow an immersion in Central
location (McKinley location is less than 2
miles from ATS location). It will also allow
for the only Blue Ribbon elementary school
to be in a central location, which has room
to grow to allow more students to attend
ATS. Proposal 1, if amended to move Key to
McKinley accomplishes all of the benefits
with the least disruption.

Too many kids on buses, doesn't make
sense given the current budget crunch in
the county

Changing Arlington Science Focus
boundaries makes sense. Moving it inside
of its neighborhood is logical. We live
closer to ASFS than our bus stop for Taylor.
Adding a crossing guard at the cross walk
by the stairs on the kirkwood side of ASFS
would make it very walkable for a lot of
Lyon Village. Please take note of those
stairs as they go right up to the school from
Kirkwood.

I support this proposal as long as the
walkable planning units around Reed
(including those that currently attend
Tuckahoe and Nottingham) are in fact
assigned to Reed in the boundary process.
What I would not support is prioritizing
Mckinley students being bussed to Reed
and those in the walkable planning units on
the north side of Reed being bussed to
Tuckahoe or Nottingham. Equal
importantance to all of the walkable PUs to
Reed should be the priority as it will free up
resources and budget to address other
needs in the school system. Additionally,
the PUs around Reed that will attend
Swanson should also attend an elementary
school where the majority of those children
will attend Swanson as well.

Key could be a great neighborhood school
for the Rossyln and Courthouse area. I think
this also encourages ASFS to be inside of it's
neighborhood by encompassing the
southeastern edge of Lyon Village and the
surrounding neighborhoods around the
school. Adding a crossing guard on
Kirkwood would make most of Lyon Village
walkable to ASFS.

I like the low percentages of kids that
Challenges under this plan are the size of
would need a bus under this option.
moving all of the existing McKinley
students to other schools. I wonder if it was
adequately considered to move the option
school to Tuckahoe or Nottingham that
remain under capacity after these moves.
Also, if the ATS philosophy/model changes,
how can you be assured that you can fill a
large school like the current McKinley
building with an IB option elementary
school for example. Also, if you want to
keep the 50/50 model for Immersion and
given the last 5 years of immersion lottery
results, why are we considering keeping 2
immersion schools? What makes us think
we will be able to fill them in the future?
Are we sure that Spanish speakers want
their kids in an immersion program? I work
with lots of people from native Spanish
speaking countries and they in contrast,
want to immerse their children in English
and see school as the best opportunity to
do that. They keep up the Spanish speaking
in the evenings and weekends at home.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

That the configuration of the school meets Support
the needs of the program. Enough band
rooms, enough choral rooms, enough
lunchroom capacity, enough auditorium
space to fit the whole school.

Neutral

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Neutral

Neutral

key immersion moving too far away

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Neutral

Strongly Support

Most disruption!

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Do Not Support

Strongly Support

If you want to keep the 50/50 model for
Immersion and given the last 5 years of
immersion lottery results, why are we
considering keeping 2 immersion schools?
What makes us think we will be able to fill
them in the future? Are we sure that
Spanish speakers want their kids in an
immersion program? I work with lots of
people from native Spanish speaking
countries and they in contrast, want to
immerse their children in English and see
school as the best opportunity to do that.
They keep up the Spanish speaking in the
evenings and weekends at home.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Maximize walkability, ensure students stay Support
to the extent possible with peers that they
will attend middle and/or high school with,
future needs, the viability of the need for
the option school going forward

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

putting magnet schools/lottery schools
open to all in a CENTRAL location. Moving
ATS (which is already located in the north
part of the county) to McKinley, which is
further in the north part of the county is a
mistake. It should be centrally located.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Moving countywide school to edge of
County ‐ decentralizes. Takes option school
from mixed‐use area with overflow parking
and decent transit access and places in the
middle of a neighborhood ‐ how will
parking work for school events? This moves
a lot of kids. If this proposal were to be
accepted, APS needs to GUARANTEE that it
will follow through the the subsequent
redistricting needed to complete the
exercise or all of this would be for naught.

Campbell is such a great, creative way of
learning because of it's accessibility to
outdoor parks and wildlife. Moving
Campbell to ATS' building would remove
that benefit.

Strongly Support

Support

Do Not Support

Strongly Support

Do Not Support

APS needs to be clear about its intent with
the ATS Program. The information provided
in the proposal acknowledges the move of
the ATS program to the McKinley building,
but then removes the ATS name from the
graphics. APS has just introduced the IPP
framework into the conversation, which
does not respect the integrity of the ATS
program. APS needs to be crystal clear
about its intent to continue or discontinue
this highly successful and unique option.
Otherwise, this entire effort is
disingenuous.

760

761

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian
of a Middle or High School Student in APS

761

762

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
I think it is FANTASTIC that many
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
boundaries reach across Route 50 and have
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian long boundaries reaching across the other
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK
main corridors in Arlington thus adding
MUCH NEEDED DIVERSITY at many
Arlington schools!

The data pointing to the dramatic increase
of children, especially in the southeast and
southwest if Arlington was available YEARS
ago! I see no other challenges here, except
the school board’s and former
superintendent LACK OF FORESIGHT.

This proposal is, my apologies, nonsense.
There are currently TWO immersion
programs ‐ they DO NOT NEEED, NOR DO
THEY WANT ATS’ central location. Also they
have more students than the footprint of
the building. You could move Key to the
McKinley building and thus moving only
one school. For some reason this is not
among your proposals; why???

762

763

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) It is hard to see many positive
not yet in PreK
opportunities

Extra buses is a negative, the extended
boundaries are difficult for logistical
reasons for both the county and
families/students, so many children are
effected.

This seems to present many positive
opportunities, and much less negative
impact.

763

764

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

This scenario would keep an immersion
options in the eastern half of the county
and ATS in its present, central location.

Neighborhood boundaries should be drawn Moving Key from its current location frees
up needed neighborhood seats for the
to allow, to the extent possible, kids who
can walk to school to walk to school, and at Rosslyn‐Ballston corridor.
the least go to the school located in their
community. This scenario does not allow
for that.

764

765

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of an Elementary Student in APS
enrolled in an option school , I am the
Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet
in PreK , I am the Parent or Guardian of a
Middle or High School Student in APS

I dislike this scenario. Too much busing

765

766

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

‐ No schools need to move locations, so no Large number of students impacted by the Provides needed neighborhood seats in the
Rosslyn corridor
costs or challenges associated with moving boundary process and would need to
switch schools
a program or school, including hardships
for staff, having to handle features unique
to those schools, less emotional stress on
families ‐ Easier on APS Staff and Teachers,
especially for the 5 schools that would
potentially be moved

766

767

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Do Not Support

Do Not Support

Just move McKinley to Reed and then Key
to McKinley and be done with it. Either
that, or purchase land and build 2 or 3 new
elementary schools as needed.

Do Not Support

Yes. Your “definition of option schools”
needs to be revisited!!! (IPP!) It is
inconceivable that you on one hand say
that ATS should be expanded by 100 seats
because it is so desired, but on the other
hand say that it is not a desired option (as
per your IPP)!!! This is completely
contradictory.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Traffic studies. An option School brings a lot Support
of bus and other traffic to a walkable
neighborhood. Do not move option schools
to a perfectly walkable neighborhood. Do
not move option schools to locations where
it can be anticipated that it would limit a
large portion of Arlington’s residents from
attending. Your presented “optional
scenarios” are too limited and too
haphazard. They lack planning, data, details
and transparency.

Again, many positive opportunities, which
much less negative impact.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support

Moving Key from its current location frees
What is gained by Key moving to ATS's
up needed neighborhood seats for the
smaller building rather than straight to
McKinley with its higher seat count? What Rosslyn‐Ballston corridor.
is the evidence indicating that Key would
be more successful attracting Spanish‐
speakers from the ATS building compared
to McKinley? Why is APS chasing Spanish‐
speaking applicants in this costly fashion
(assuming this location will be more
appealing) rather than appealing to Spanish‐
speakers in a more direct and targeted
fashion? Why is a program that hasn't been
able to attract enough applicants to
maintain its model for five years displacing
the county's most in‐demand elementary
option program? Why is the county's most
in‐demand elementary option program
being displaced into a location which will
undermine its diversity (ethnic and
economic) by distancing it into a richer,
whiter, less accessible location? Why is APS
moving the ATS student body without
committing to moving its existing program?
Why hasn't APS address what it means that
ATS is not in the IPP?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
What is gained by Key moving to ATS's
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
smaller building rather than straight to
McKinley with its higher seat count? What growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
is the evidence indicating that Key would
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
be more successful attracting Spanish‐
speakers from the ATS building compared neighborhood schools as much as possible:
to McKinley? Why is APS chasing Spanish‐ 1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
speaking applicants in this costly fashion
the County, which do not always match
(assuming this location will be more
appealing) rather than appealing to Spanish‐ where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
speakers in a more direct and targeted
fashion? Why is a program that hasn't been strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
able to attract enough applicants to
maintain its model for five years displacing indicate that up to three new elementary
the county's most in‐demand elementary schools may be needed in the next 10
option program? Why is the county's most years: 4
in‐demand elementary option program
being displaced into a location which will
undermine its diversity (ethnic and
economic) by distancing it into a richer,
whiter, less accessible location? Why is APS
moving the ATS student body without
committing to moving its existing program?
Why hasn't APS address what it means that
ATS is not in the IPP?

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

I strongly disagree with prioritizing keeping Strongly Support
current student populations together over
assigning planning units to schools to which
they can easily walk. For example, McKinley
units which would have to be bused to
Reed should instead be assigned to
Ashlawn or Tuckahoe so that current
Tuckahoe units which are highly walkable
to Reed can be assigned there without
crowding Reed and/or emptying Tuckahoe.
Students walking to school are a building
block of a community that endures (and
saves resources). Prioritizing fleeting
elementary friendships based on sharing a
school building is short‐term thinking that
should not guide long‐term decision‐
making.

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

So many school moves which causes
emotional stress and anxiety of families
and staff/teachers who need to move
Campbell's program is so unique to its
current location Misses an opportunity to
put an option program at the new Reed
location Uncertainty for immersion
program by moving Key, and loses an
immersion program in a neighborhood that
greatly values it

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Between the two options I favor Option 2: Challenges would be to address
The Expeditionary Learning model would
transportation concerns. Trails exist nearby
become accessible to more students county‐ many schools but they are not walker
wide. In the Carlin Springs neighborhood, a friendly for students. We need safer
sidewalks, crosswalks with strategically
new neighborhood school with a nearby
option Immersion school would benefit the placed traffic lights especially on Carlin
Springs Road.
community. The gardens and grounds of
ATS would allow for an easy transition for
the EL model. ATS is fairly close to
Claremont. Locating Key in Carlin Springs
would serve a wider area.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 1 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Impact on traffic
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

If you are acknowledging that ATS should
be expanded because it is “so successful
and so popular” (your words!) Then why
would you move it to the border of the
county effectively limiting access to this
school? Why are you not instead putting
out a proposal TO *EXPAND* ATS AT ITS
*CURRENT* CENTRAL LOCATION?

It allows for immersion to be closer to
Proposal 2 is a better location for
native speakers and allows for ats to grow! immersion.

Where are you getting your data from?I’m
questioning the number of buses needed
especially and you also did not look at
traffic needs of option schools. Why did
you vote for the expansion of McKinley,
only completed 2 years ago (!!), WHILE YOU
ALREADY KNEW that you were building
Reed, this creating too many seats in the
NW quadrant? While you KNEW there was
going to be an explosion of kids south of
Columbia Pike.

Campbell loses its proximity to the nature
center and their wetlands. McKinley is, just
expanded, now disbanded. ATS is moving
from its needed central location to a
walkable neighborhood location: How
many more buses??? Is the neighborhood
ready for 16, 17, 18 buses ‐ have you done
a traffic study? ATS pulls from all areas of
the county equally and NEEDS its central
location to function. If you go through with
this, applicants from the southeast to ATS
will drop sharply, they would spend one
hour on a bus. The southeast is already
dealing with not enough seats ‐ you are not
allowing equal access to ATS anymore, if
you move ATS! ATS is APS’ most successful
school. You would’ve doing the County a
huge disservice.

Immersion is optimally placed. It allows for A lot of program moves . I feel this is
the most flexibility. Ats can grow.
necessary though.

Provides needed neighborhood seats in the
School moves are a challenge to handle,
and change is hard on families and school Rosslyn corridor
staff/teachers Misses an opportunity to put
an option program at the new Reed
location Uncertainty for immersion
program by moving Key, and loses an
immersion program in a neighborhood that
greatly values it

Support
Features unique to that school (i.e.
Outdoor learning at Campbell Features
unique to that school's community (i.e.
native Spanish speakers near Key) Staff
feedback and engagement to ensure the
transition would be as seamless as possible
for them; staff morale is extremely
important for the benefit of the students
and school community Costs of the actual
move ‐ make sure the benefits of moving
outweigh the costs

Support

Strongly Support

I strongly disagree with prioritizing keeping
current student populations together over
assigning planning units to schools to which
they can easily walk. For example, McKinley
units which would have to be bused to
Reed should instead be assigned to
Ashlawn or Tuckahoe so that current
Tuckahoe units which are highly walkable
to Reed can be assigned there without
crowding Reed and/or emptying Tuckahoe.
Students walking to school are a building
block of a community that endures (and
saves resources). Prioritizing fleeting
elementary friendships based on sharing a
school building is short‐term thinking that
should not guide long‐term decision‐
making.

Support

Identify any other school locations for new
neighborhood seats, or expand current
schools to handle additional neighborhood
seats Investigate county owned buildings as
an alternative to moving schools or other
ways to add seats to current sites Look at
ways to add second stories or additional
classrooms at current schools ASFS: Expand
to the Buck/Quincy site (or make it a new
school site) ASFS: Build out the dirt rooms
as a lower cost alternative to adding seats

Strongly Do Not Support

With so many parents driving their kids to
school, creating additional traffic on major
county roadways (Carlin Springs and
George Mason) bus transportation services
should be reevaluated and enhanced. I
currently drive my 2nd grader to school as
our designate stop is .4 mi away on a busy
road.

Strongly Do Not Support

Keep McKinley School as a neighborhood
walkable school. The proposals set by APS
are very shortsighted and planning has
been shortsighted for the LAST 15 years!!
The people of Madison Manor and
Dominion Hills are NOT in support of either
proposal. KEEP McKinley our neighborhood
school.

The traffic and bus costs must be huge with Strongly Support
option programs. Are these programs really
still inline with the county's vision? Should
there be an option for immersion at several
schools depending on the needs of that
particular community versus in 1 or 2
locations. Does ATS really have a special
program that needs growth? I'm unclear
what makes their school stand out in
speaking with those that attend, except it's
very heavy on homework, every kid is a
patrol and every kid plays an instrument.
Should this program be reconsidered and
then another neighborhood school can
exist?

Strongly Support

Thank you for doing a very thankless job!!!
It's a difficult puzzle for sure.

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support
Moving option schools out of
neighborhoods in desperate need for more
in bounds neighborhood seats should be
the highest priority. APS should also study
whether current/future attendees would
actually move with the school if it move
and if the new location would lead to
greater/less demand.

Strongly Support

Group option schools together and stagger
start times so that buses can pick up groups
of kids in the same area attending different
schools in order to minimize transportation
costs.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support
Take a look at the reason that people
attend the option school. Is it because of
the program, is it because of the location, is
it because they are unhappy at their
neighborhood school. Are the waitlist their
for reason outside the desire for that
option school. Moving a program may
change the desire for it completely if some
people are attending just for location

Support

I am not in support of options school taking
priority over neighborhood schools. I think
when a neighborhood has easy access to a
school building and is surrounded by
housing the people in that neighborhood
should have assess to that school.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Moving ATS to the McKinley site makes ATS ATS moves to Carlin Springs location? Carlin ATS moves to Carlin Springs Carlin Springs
Springs moves to Campbell Campbell
moves to Campbell Campbell moves to ATS
less desirable because it is no longer
Key moves to McKinley
centrally located in Arlington. It makes ATS moves to McKinley Key moves to ATS
location
far more desirable to north and west
Arlington students. This is not where the
biggest seat deficit is located.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support

Strongly Support

‐even less students are redistributed
countywide. ‐choice programs are in more
centralized areas ‐more walkers to
campbell

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

767

768

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

768

769

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Perhaps because we read L to R and top to Incongruous boundaries don't play well for
neighborhoods, socialization and
bottom ‐ this maps looks nice and neat
from West to East in the North section but community good will. The bus costs seem
to be too high as well.
then becomes very convoluted in the
middle of the county. Have you considered
mapping in the opposite direction? Perhaps
start at the middle of the county and work
outward. Reed's zone is gigantic but no
mention is made of it's "long and
extended" boundary. If any percent of
children have to move to make things work
for the county why not look at all
boundaries except those just changed by
Fleet? So my opportunity play for this
scenario is to draw these maps again the
opposite/different way than was done
previously, accounting for increasing
walkers, regardless of percentage of
students needing to move. Arlington says
they want to be green, let's see how green
they really are when their children's school
is at stake.

Planning for future growth is a great
opportunity, but your presentation itself
says most of student growth is driven by
SFH. Rosslyn is developing for a smarter
Arlington, but these are multi family
dwellings. Are your planners sure that
many families will choose multi dwelling or
SFH in more modest cost areas such as
South Arlington and those closer to Falls
Church/Seven Corners? There are very few
neighborhoods where you can get a house
under $750K and none exist in Rosslyn or
that corridor. Where do they exist? 22204,
22205. Closing a neighborhood school that
serves 22205 is likely a bad option for
future growth you aren't planning for.

Without specific planning unit data, it
seems like Reed will open over capacity.
This is like deja vu from McKinley's
addition. The PU numbers aren't accurate
and moving such a large school in bulk and
then adding in surrounding Glebe and
Tuckahoe neighborhoods only adds to that
concern. Traffic is a concern on McKinley
Road as well with 13‐15 buses. Has
Tuckahoe been vetted as an option school?
They are perfectly primed for multiple
buses as 26th street has few SFH with Paul
IV across the street. Some of their students
live in a neighborhood that mainly attends
McKinley. Some of the students will attend
Reed. The school is smaller and option
programs can control for size.
Neighborhoods cannot.

On the flip side of my above comments ‐ if
you kept the majority of McK kids together
your best opportunity to gain support
would likely be to rename Reed to McK or
incorporate McK into the name; move
teachers and staff as a unit as well. McK
does have an arts integration program and
teachers who have built amazing grade
level teams for an excellent learning
environment. The staff consistency grows
yearly at this school, teachers move out of
state and when they return, they return to
McK . They enjoy teaching there and it
shows... that's an incredible attribute you
cannot place a dollar value on.

769

770

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Maximizes school use and decreases
overcrowding.

Impossible to tell without attendant
boundary proposals.

Impossible to tell without attendant
boundary proposals.

Impossible to tell without attendant
boundary proposals.

770

771

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

It does require more busing then anyone
These do not seem like the only way that
the boundaries could and should be drawn. would like to see.
It looks to me that you started at the top of
the map and worked your way down. What
if you start in the middle or at the bottom.

Opening up the Key building for
neighborhood seats in that area is great. I
am unsure if the area around ATS will give
you the most diverse of students that you
need to make a immersion program the
most successful. I also am unsure how you
know that the majority of McKinley
students would go to Reed unless you
decide boundary changes along with school
changes.

You are moving several communities that
are well established and don't want to be
moved. I think more data needs to be
presented and maybe another couple
scenario before anyone can truly believe
this is what is best for the entire county.

771

772

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or None
High School Student in APS

More kids on buses

Places Countywide programs more
centrally ensuring less overall bus time.
Increases access (seats) to at least one CW
program

Moving County wide programs could
increase busing needs in the short‐term

772

773

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

none

too many students moved to new schools
4000+

773

774

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

I see zero reasons why this is a good
option.

‐Moving 40% of all APS students instead of
moving choice schools that families opt
into by choice is absurd. ‐busing more kids
and making long extended school
boundaries to avoid moving choice school
students to the same school, with the same
teachers, just in a different location is also
absurd

Moves too many kids to different school
and increases transportation costs.

‐immersion program is in a more Spanish‐
speaking community. Makes sense ‐half of
McKinley moves to a brand new school that
they can walk to ‐less students countywide
are relocated

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Campbell cannot leave. How will you
provide new wetlands for their
expeditionary learning? This is ridiculous.
ATS wants to stay small ‐ isn't that the point
of the "traditional" program? Is Immersion
intended to just service Spanish speaking
families? Moving Ke

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Impossible to tell without attendant
boundary proposals.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Similar to above except now we are moving
even more of the population and i am not
sure that data supports uprooting this
many schools and families results in a
better final product.

Centralized CW programs ‐ more likelihood No one likes change ‐ will face a LOT of
of participation from all parts of the county parent resistance

‐lots of school shifting. Even though it
makes sense logically and what the county
should do, I don’t see it happening because
of all the push back

Neutral

ATS moves to Carlin Springs Carlin Springs
moves to Campbell Campbell moves to
McKinley Key moves to ATS location

It makes no sense to split schools into non Provides a school where space is needed.
contiguous areas or locate a school outside Avoids redundancy of having McKinley and
of boundary
Reed so close to each other with
overlapping walking populations. Gives ats
an opportunity to grow. Takes advantage of
McKinley space and ability to
accommodate busses (vs other
schools).Also brilliant to focus on a school
whose population already was going to be
shifted and split up in the status quo with
Reed opening.

From what I can tell the primary challenge
you're going to have is a bunch of whiners
from McKinley who dont like this plan
(which I dont understand any principled
basis for their objection, which seems to
amount to "I dont want to be affected!"
Not only does someone have to be
affected, but McKinley was a school whose
population already was going to be moved
and separated when Reed opens.

Same as above with proposal one (I will
repaste). One other potential opportunity is
that this conceptually relocated immersion
in a place with more native speakers.
Opportunities as noted above which seem
applicable here: Provides a school where
space is needed. Avoids redundancy of
having McKinley and Reed so close to each
other with overlapping walking
populations. Gives option school an
opportunity to grow. Takes advantage of
McKinley space and ability to
accommodate busses (vs other
schools).Also brilliant to focus on a school
whose population already was going to be
shifted and split up in the status quo with
Reed opening.

Same challenges as with proposal 1, which I
will re paste. This proposal also has unique
challenges in how it disrupts additional
school populations which seems
unnecessary and to have little upside with
huge downside (cost, disruption, etc ) As I
understand it the EL has various campus
specific opportunities in the current
location (nature center etc), which makes it
seem extra silly to move it. Comments re
challenges made to proposal 1 which seem
applicable here: From what I can tell the
primary challenge you're going to have is a
bunch of whiners from McKinley who dont
like this plan (which I dont understand any
principled basis for their objection, which
seems to amount to "I dont want to be
affected!" Not only does someone have to
be affected, but McKinley was a school
whose population already was going to be
moved and separated when Reed opens.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

That you actually balance out enrollment
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined among the schools in the process.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or Maintain existing neighborhood schools
High School Student in APS

Loss of walk zones is unfortunate

Eliminate the ATS program. It’s no longer
needed. Move Immersion to Reed.
Maintain McKinley as a neighborhood
school.

Moving 100% of McKinley students to other
schools is not an acceptable solution. Move
a countywide program to Reed. It doesn’t
have an attendance zone (since it’s new) so
it doesn’t have any impacted families.

Eliminate the ATS program. It’s no longer
needed. Move Immersion to Reed.
Maintain McKinley as a neighborhood
school. McKinley is a neighborhood school.
Make Reed the countywide school instead.

Moving 100% of McKinley students to other
schools is not an acceptable solution. Move
a countywide program to Reed. It doesn’t
have an attendance zone (since it’s new) so
it doesn’t have any impacted families.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Maintains the strength of neighborhood
schools. Promotes diversity with north /
south districts. Flexibly allocates
neighborhood capacity throughout
Arlington.

Some transportation challenges.

Filling Reed

Importing a second choice school with 1.5 Campbell gets to rebuilt it outdoor learning
miles of McKinley & Ashlawn mega schools space.
immediately places all school in the
adjoining neighborhoods at max capacity.
Reed will open already overcrowded and
the presence of the 2 choice schools limits
any opportunity to handle new capacity.
Terrible idea. ATS causes enough
overcrowding problems already. Two
choice schools crammed into the western
part of the county will exacerbate the
problem.

Importing a second choice school with 1.5
miles of McKinley & Ashlawn mega schools
immediately places all school in the
adjoining neighborhoods at max capacity.
Reed will open already overcrowded and
the presence of the 2 choice schools limits
any opportunity to handle new capacity.
Terrible idea. ATS causes enough
overcrowding problems already. Two
choice schools crammed into the western
part of the county will exacerbate the
problem.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

778

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

The opportunities are that it would open
more seats.

The opportunities are that it would open
Obviously one of the major challenges is
more seats.
that many students would no longer be
able to walk to school. Parents move to the
neighborhoods they live in so that their kids
can walk to to school, not so they can get
on a bus and bypass the closest school to
go to another one.

The opportunities are that it would open
There are several challenges. First and
more seats. Seems like there are not a lot
foremost, a lot of students would be
moving and switching schools when it is not of positives.
necessary. Why not just move Key instead
of moving ALL these schools? Secondly,
McKinley is a prime location for a
neighborhood school. There would be so
many students that would no longer be
able to walk. Then there is the problem of
ATS. This school is a Blue Ribbon School and
parents and the PTA are incredibly proud of
this school. To move it and NOT carry the
name would be a huge blow to all the
parents, staff, and students who have put a
plethora of time, money, and resources
into creating this school into what it is. If it
IS moved to McKinley, the name NEEDS to
be moved with it. But creating a school of
over 800 students takes away from what
the school is and stands for. Why not create
a second school in S Arlington where there
is more space to build, with the same
philosophy as ATS, like there are two
spanish immersion schools?

There are several challenges. First and
foremost, a lot of students would be
moving and switching schools when it is not
necessary. Why not just move Key instead
of moving ALL these schools? Secondly,
McKinley is a prime location for a
neighborhood school. There would be so
many students that would no longer be
able to walk. Then there is the problem of
ATS. This school is a Blue Ribbon School and
parents and the PTA are incredibly proud of
this school. To move it and NOT carry the
name would be a huge blow to all the
parents, staff, and students who have put a
plethora of time, money, and resources
into creating this school into what it is. If it
IS moved to McKinley, the name NEEDS to
be moved with it. But creating a school of
over 800 students takes away from what
the school is and stands for. Why not create
a second school in S Arlington where there
is more space to build, with the same
philosophy as ATS, like there are two
spanish immersion schools?

778

779

12/6/2019

I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

779

780

12/6/2019

I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent
or Guardian of an Elementary Student in
APS enrolled in a neighborhood school , I
am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or
High School Student in APS

774

775

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

775

776

12/6/2019

776

777

777

None

Immersion program is centrally located.
The distance each move is made is less than
in Proposal 2.

Strongly Support

Do Not Support

That you actually balance out enrollment
among the schools in the process.

Strongly Do Not Support
Maybe it’s time to consider eliminating
some of the elementary level option
schools. Ending a program should be
considered, too. Neighborhood schools are
just as good as the option programs.

Strongly Do Not Support

Eliminate the elementary level option
schools starting with ATS. Turn ATS back
into a neighborhood school. If a
countywide school is moved, move it to
Reed where there’s less of an impact on
other schools especially McKinley.
Eliminating McKinley as a neighborhood
school is a bad idea.

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support
I think it would make the most sense to
move the least amount of schools. This
could mean moving Key to Mckinley and
then McKinley students to Ashlawn and
Reed. In addition, since ATS has a larger
waitlist than Claremont and Key, why not
convert to ONE spanish immersion school
and turn Claremont into a second school
that follows the ATS philosophy but then
put all the Spanish Immersion students into
one large school (currently McKinley).

Campbell has created a sense of place
where it is. There is no need to move a
program from a place that owes some of its
identity to its place and location next to the
Nature Center. The Outdoor Learning
provided is perfectly located where it is and
shouldn't be moved.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Do Not Support

I think Campbell’s expeditionary learning
program would be difficult in another
location.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Support

Neutral

Support

I think it would make the most sense to
move the least amount of schools. This
could mean moving Key to Mckinley and
then McKinley students to Ashlawn and
Reed. In addition, since ATS has a larger
waitlist than Claremont and Key, why not
convert to ONE spanish immersion school
and turn Claremont into a second school
that follows the ATS philosophy but then
put all the Spanish Immersion students into
one large school (currently McKinley).

780

781

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
in PreK in APS , I am the Parent or Guardian
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

781

782

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
not yet in PreK

782

783

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) This seems like it will create transition
not yet in PreK
issues for lost of students and the idea of
having schools not located in their own
walk zone is problematic.

783

784

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

784

785

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

785

786

12/6/2019

I am an APS Staff Member , I am an
Arlington resident without school‐age
children

Screw lots of people instead of just a few.
Sounds more fair.

786

787

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

No puedo opinar al respecto. El mapa no
muestra información esencial para hacer
comentarios. No se pueden ver los límites
con nombres de las calles.

You'd be separating out even more
McKinley kids in this proposal, and putting
Ashlawn overcapacity. Option schools
shouldn't be able to just shut down a
neighborhood school. We can't really
control the numbers in growing
neighborhood schools, but you can control
the numbers in option schools. If they can't
fit into their school, why can't their
capacity be capped? Why does supporting
their growth become more important than
a thriving neighborhood school? We moved
into the amazing McKinley neighborhood
so thrilled to be able to send our kids to
this school, and now you're considering
uprooting us, for what will only be a
temporary fix. Looking at the NW school
numbers, it's very, very clear that an option
school works better up there. Will they be
able to push it on us over and over again?
These videos and informational ppts are
insulting ‐ please stop speaking to us like
we aren't smart enough to understand
what is truly going on.

McKinley is one of the highest rated &
strongest schools in the county, and this
would close it. You wouldn't simply be
moving the school to a new location. You'd
be displacing 160+ kids somewhere else. I
understand why we have option schools,
but at what expense? Why is their well‐
being given priority over thriving (or ANY)
neighborhood schools? The McKinley
community was led to believe that the
opening of Reed would alleviate
overcrowding in McKinley ‐ not close it
down. This is an amazing neighborhood
school with a LARGE number of walkers
who would now be bussed to what will also
be a crowded school (opening Reed under
prop 1 or 2 would have it near capacity
immediately). What about the expected
growth in that area? Are my kids going to
be shuffled somewhere else in a few years
because Reed will soon be over capacity? I
don't want my children moving from school
to school. It's crossed our minds to leave
the district before our oldest enters
kindergarten if this is the norm.

Makes a needed systemic change that also
provides an opportunity to relocate the
immersion program to a neighborhood
with a higher level of native Spanish
speakers

It looks to potentially create long
commutes for students and doesn't address
the imbalances in demographics at
Randolph and Drew. It also seems to be
politically deferring to parents who have
been vocal in the past. Fairlington parents
got their way in the past and North
Arlington parents are catered to.
Meanwhile parents in other parts of the
county are being asked to shift their
families in part because we are less likely to
complain. This is transparent and
frustrating.

The parents at Key and ATS are likely to
I like this option, but is there any reason
make this a big deal and these are parents
why it wasn't considered to also make
with more power traditionally, than the
Drew the one elementary immersion
rest of the county.
school and Claremont a neighborhood
school. Would this alleviate an issue at
Drew and allow for one place for
immersion? Could this also eliminate some
issues with Fairlington? Putting choice
schools at currently hard‐to‐fill schools
seems smart.

Arlington Traditional seems like a bad
location for the expeditionary learning
program, which is currently adjacent to a
nature center. This is a throw‐away
proposal.

Do Not Support
Is this program more important than
keeping a neighborhood school together? Is
it better to bus neighborhood children to a
different, overcrowded school? Can we halt
(or at least slow) the growth of option
schools to accommodate the growth of
neighborhood schools?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support
Rules for projecting and grandfathering
families needs to take effect. 2 or 3 moves
within an elementary school career is
unacceptable if it happens because of poor
planning or political weakness.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Neutral

Strongly Do Not Support

Make walkability less of a priority. This is
the only way to achieve equity in APS.

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

This proposal leaves too many kids at
This moves fewer kids.
Glebe. It underestimates the additional
boundary changes that will be necessary to
balance demand with seats.

This plan doesn't match seats with demand. Use all existing elementary schools to full
Some schools are still left overcrowded
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
while others have empty seats.
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Traffic and busing costs. Long term plan to
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined minimize future boundary changes.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) Walkability.
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Too much shuffle! Streets are already full
of parents driving their kids to /from
school. This will worsen it! Maximize
walkability instead of so many pet
programs.

Option schools should be the first to move
or be dissolved. This is a chance to just get
rid of them and stop wasting money on
boutique education schemes. We're a
public school!

Dissolving McKinley sounds like shooting
yourself in the foot. Why create such a
fiasco?

Holy cow! Just dissolve the damn choice
schools and keep it simple! We cannot
afford this! We need seats, not shell
games!

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Get rid of the choice programs! This solves Neutral
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined so very many problems! Pack the kids in as
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) best you can and teach them well!
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

La distancia. El tiempo de viaje en bus de
mi hijo. Riesgo de perder a los maestros
con los que la escuela Key cuenta
actualmente. Falta de transporte en casos
de emergencia. Por qué poner dos escuelas
de inmersión en una misma área?
Incertidumbre en saber si mantendrán el
programa de inmersión en el futuro.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Prioridades y opinión de la comunidad. Si
es posible no mover la escuela a otro
espacio considerando nuevas
construcciones.

Strongly Support

Does the kind of growth that Arlington is
experiencing really allow for the kinds of
choice programs that currently exist? It is
increasingly hard to build community in
Arlington when elementary school
boundaries move so often. In areas where
parents are reticent to send their children,
APS should be providing incentives for the
best teachers and administrators to work
there.

This proposal moves fewer kids.

Ninguna
La distancia, riesgo de perder al personal
actual de la escuela, transporte en casos de
emergencia.

#savemckinley

Neutral

This scenario moves away many students
from Glebe who are currently in the walk
zone and who indeed walk to school daily.

This will confuse and upset people enough
that you can do anything and nobody will
be able to follow.

Strongly Support

Do Not Support

Support

Do Not Support

Get rid of the choice schools! Every school
is a neighborhood school. Kids out of the
walk zone should be bused up to two
schools further away to balance enrollment
(including SES factors).

Not considering whether other sites are
better suited for option schools, removing
neighborhood school capacity in rapidly
growing metro corridor (EFC)

787

788

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

788

789

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

None for existing ATS community nor
McKinley’s

789

790

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Balancing capacity among schools; utilizing Public outcry because more students would
have to change schools; busing costs
all seats more equitably; maintaining
McKinley Elementary, one of the best
performing elementary schools in the
county by any metric

790

791

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or I'm not sure I understand the opportunities more busing; too much change
High School Student in APS

791

792

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Key becomes a neighborhood school which
You have so many children changing
schools. This seems chaotic and not in the is great.
way interests of children. Also, you’re
adding additional buses for kids who were
previously walkers. I don’t get why we
would have so many schools losing
walkable planning units. Parents want their
children in neighborhood schools. This
builds communities for children and
parents.

792

793

12/6/2019

I am an APS Staff Member

The scenario seems to misrepresent true
boundaries. You created boundaries that
had some schools over 100 at the start of
the change and that goes against the plan
to balance.

This significantly reduces bus costs and
moves a large group of students together.
Given that McKinley was going to be split
up anyway, this is best case scenario.

793

794

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or If done properly could be used to truly
High School Student in APS
balance school capacity in a thoughtful
way. Pull off the bandaid and do what
needs to be done. The most minimal
concern should be keeping kids together in
a group just for the sake of that. Within a
couple of years, people cycle out and the
new communities will be formed.

Everyone is going to complain about
something. Would need a fair amount of
busses. Distance of some students from
their schools would be great enough that it
places a burden on those who need to use
extended day and still get in a commute
and a full work day. I moved out of the
Ashlawn spike for that reason ‐ single
parent and adding another 20 minutes
round trip to go away from my job to do a
morning drop off, circle back and then
commute to work just didn’t leave me
enough time in my day to get it all done.

Nothing major.
Opens up Key for local students and
alleviates crowding at ASFS. My child just
finished at ASFS, and we need more seats in
out area. Option programs should not take
location preference over gross
overcrowding in an area.not

Disrupt the entire ATS community which is None
currently thriving with no guarantee of
maintaining its name nor program.

Everything at stake for ATS’ thriving status
quo.

Not considering whether other sites are
better suited for option schools, removing
neighborhood school capacity in rapidly
growing metro corridor (EFC)

None

Eliminating a prized neighborhood school‐
McKinley; likely moving capacity crunch at
McKinley to Reed; potentially breaking up
amazing educational team at McKinley or
losing members of this amazing team due
to stress and uncertainty of move; busing
strain on streets surrounding McKinley;
inefficiencies due to moving three schools
(ATS, Key, and McKinley) to gain space of
one; unclear whether will elliminate
capacity crunch in Rosslyn/Clarendon
quarter; fails to utilize all seats by leaving
some schools under capacity (e.g.,
Discovery, Tuckahoe) and others over
capacity (e.g., Glebe, probably Reed); fails
to account for study from previous year
noting that McKinley would not be an
optimal option school; creates distrust from
community because APS previously noted
McKinley was not a good option for an
option school and now changes course with
no explanation

expands reach of ATS. Moves immersion so Logistics of facility moves
it is more present in community

Exposes a different part of the county to
the programs at Campbell

Good for Key
This still moves a ton of students to new
schools and puts some former walkers on
buses. APS MUST poll parents to determine
if these option schools are even important
to them. How deeply are they really
committed to any one option school? Could
ATS parents be just as happy at Campbell or
an immersion program? Many do it b/c
their kids are districted for schools they
don’t want them attending...Barcroft (with
the year round schedule), or several others
with overcrowding and lower test scores.
We need APS to commit to identifying and
addressing these concerns first before they
can shuffle so many students, families, and
schools around. What if you move ATS to
McKinley and enrollment actually drops?
Why not just house their program within
McKinley along with neighborhood
students?

Do we really need 2 immersion schools?

ATS as we know it has never guaranteed to Use all existing elementary schools to full
have the integrity of its program
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
safeguarded.
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Taking seats away from growing
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined neighborhoods, bus traffic in residential
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) neighborhoods like McKinley’s
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support

Strongly Support

Maintain ALL aspects of ATS Options
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined program
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Do Not Support

Neutral

Address the insecurities the ATS
Community is feeling and sign something in
writing that shows you agree NOT to
change any aspects of ATS Program under
any circumstances.

Do Not Support

If it is necessary to eliminate a
neighborhood school to favor an option
school, consider one that is on the edge of
the county that is undercapacity, e.g.,
Tuckahoe or Discovery. They will never
have enough walkers to fill those schools.
Discovery is also very well set up for
receiving a lot of buses. It is also a beautiful
school that people would be drawn to. And,
it is not performing as well as McKinley.

Eliminating a prized neighborhood school‐
McKinley; likely moving capacity crunch at
McKinley to Reed; potentially breaking up
amazing educational team at McKinley or
losing members of this amazing team due
to stress and uncertainty of move; busing
strain on streets surrounding McKinley;
inefficiencies due to moving three schools
(ATS, Claremont, and McKinley) to gain
space of one; unclear whether will
elliminate capacity crunch in
Rosslyn/Clarendon quarter; fails to utilize
all seats by leaving some schools under
capacity (e.g., Discovery, Tuckahoe) and
others over capacity (e.g., Glebe, probably
Reed); fails to account for study from
previous year noting that McKinley would
not be an optimal option school; creates
distrust from community because APS
previously noted McKinley was not a good
option for an option school and now
changes course with no explanation

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Cost. Why move schools at all? Whether we Strongly Support
should continue option programs. We have
amazing neighborhood schools. Your
decisions here are destroying a
neighborhood school that is better
performing than all of the option schools,
so that you can preserve the option
programs. This is a ridiculous choice that
should be considered carefully.

Not sure why we would have two
immersion schools within close proximity
of each other.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Neutral

Way too many moves in this scenario. You Use all existing elementary schools to full
are destroying programs like Campbell,
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
shuffling kids around, and closing mcKinley, growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
just for one neighborhood school (Key).
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

APS should consider alternatives such as
preschool centers that house more pre‐k
classrooms in low enrollment schools.
Could this come to McKinley or Reed and
then enable them both to remain open as
neighborhood schools? Other school
districts have upper elementary schools.
When I was a kid elementary schools got
overcrowded so we had a county‐wide
upper elementary (5‐6) and then middle
school (7‐8). Think outside the box. Could
this occur for parts of the county? NW?
Could this alleviate the middle school
overcrowding too?

Support

Strongly Support

Please see my answer above about looking
at creative alternatives like upper
elementary schools, preschool centers,
housing programs within neighborhood
schools instead of separating them and
bumping one for another that may not
have true staying power.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support
Option schools really should be given the
smallest schools. Cramming neighborhood
kids without a choice into smaller schools
or trailers isn't right. Parents can opt out if
they don't like conditions at option schools.
The one caveat is the tiny McKinley
playground is probably better for option
schools than neighborhood schools.

Strongly Support

Transportation cost is a HUGE issue. Staff,
especially the support staff within the
building, are underpaid compared to other
districts. We can't even get enough subs
because the pay is too low. I'd like to see
APS put more towards staffing and not
busing.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

If we can’t fill an option school ‐ consider
closing it. At this point should be only a
single immersion school. We don’t have
enough native Spanish speakers who want
to fill the program (required by the
instructional model) so go down to one
school.

This significantly reduces bus costs and
moves a large group of students together.
Given that McKinley was going to be split
up anyway, this is best case scenario.

Opens up seats where needed. Option
schools should be moveable based on
capacity needs.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Lots of complaining.

Strongly Support

Support

794

795

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

No school should open at Max capacity
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined which eliminates any future growth
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Support

Support

795

796

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

It is important to keep neighborhood
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined schools so there is a sense of community.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Do Not Support

Support

Get rid of option schools.

796

797

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

It preserves the idea of a neighborhood
school even if those neighborhoods are
wonky.

797

798

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

none‐shifting people around does not solve #Save Mckinley as a neighborhood school
the issue of insufficient neighborhood
schools. Option schools are only
advantageous when neighborhood schools
are Thriving

798

799

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

799

800

12/6/2019

I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent Um, that it would add an element of drama Walkability and neighborhood schools are
or Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK to the lives of 40% of Arlington
key. I want my son and daughter to be
schoolchildren and parents? Is that an
independent and one aspect of that is to be
opportunity?
able to safely walk to school when they are
old enough. I find it troublesome that APS
would consider moving 4000+ students and
losing walkability in order to accommodate
option programs. Kids need to go to school
where they live, where their friends live,
and where they feel like school is a part of
their communities and lives.

800

801

12/6/2019

I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

It adds some buses, which will likely
happen anyway as the county becomes
more populous and more roads become
yellow or red, limiting current walk zones.

The county can represent its numbers in a There are many: The pain of growth is
way that appears to maximize utilization
focused on part of the county in an intense
and anticipate some growth patterns while way. McKinley, Key, ATS, Reed (soon
not eliminating choice schools.
overcrowded again) and Ashlawn
experience intense disruption. Gains from
utilization are squandered as teachers who
just moved into a new building have to
relocate, from school to school to school.
There is no wiggle room for the additional
population moving to the areas feeling the
disruption so overcrowding will happen
again. The main drawn back is loss of a
strong neighborhood school in McKinley.
The soft benefits of having a continuous
school presence drawing from the
neighborhood is hard to quantify but I
certainly hope APS holds this as a value,
especially as disruption and division are in
no one's interest. A crowded Claremont
and Key immersion moved from its current
location seem to harm the most vulnerable
people in Arlington.

More ATS participants? Though recently it
seemed like the county was moving away
from models like ATS. I am confused by the
messaging. I have family who have
attended there and who teach there.

So many. The buses crowding Madison
manor and dominion hills which cannot
handle them (a bus route for the county
bus was recently defeated.) No wiggle
room for population growth in the mid‐
county area where apartments are
planned. Wasted effort for many teachers
in setting up classrooms (some through
recent construction) just to dismantle
them. And the loss of neighborhood
schools and their soft benefits.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

I think the whole option school concept
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined needs to be reviewed.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Please expand the boundaries through
traditional patterns, fund new construction
in high growth areas, and consider
Arlington county buildings/church
property/etc. for expansion. This boom will
not slow down for some time.

none‐shifting people around does not solve #SaveMcKinley as a neighborhood school
the issue of insufficient neighborhood
schools. Option schools are only
advantageous when neighborhood schools
are Thriving

none

none‐shifting people around does not solve
the issue of insufficient neighborhood
schools. Option schools are only
advantageous when neighborhood schools
are Thriving

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Keep walking schools walkable for
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined neighborhoods!
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Do Not Support

Neutral

Keep walkable schools walkable! It makes
no sense to move a neighborhood that is a
6 min walk (McKinley in Dominion Hills) to
Reed (17 minute walk).

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Option schools are pet projects. We need
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined neighborhood schools.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support

Neutral

It would create neighborhood seats where
we need them and create future
opportunities for growth. It would also
reduce the number of families impacted by
redistricting.

I think we should eliminate all option
programs so I'm not troubled by
inconveniencing people who have already
chosen to be inconvenienced by their
school choices.

It would minimize additional busing,
minimize moves, create neighborhood
seats where we need them and create
future opportunities for growth. It would
also reduce the number of families
impacted by redistricting.

I think we should eliminate all option
programs so I'm not troubled by
inconveniencing people who have already
chosen to be inconvenienced by their
school choices.

Eliminate the pet option programs and
focus on improving neighborhood schools.

